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The best strate is oftengY
Retreat

For over 150 years, the Brattleboro Retreat has offered employee assistance
professionals unique treatment options for individuals with psychiatric and
addictive diseases.

Just as no two people are exactly alike, no two cases are either. That's why the
Brattleboro Retreat offers a unique treatment continuum that utilizes a full range
of services, each of which can be tailored to the specific needs of an individual.

Our continuum of care includes inpatient hospitalization for psychiatric and
addictive disorders, residential, partial hospitalization, intensive outpatient,
intervention and traditional outpatient treatment.

We also have multiple treatment locations throughout New England so that
the employees you assist can be conveniently cared for.

Call us at 1-800-345-5550
To learn more about our program options and how they can help the employees
you serve, call us today.

O
Brattleboro
Retreat

A nonprofit hospital and treatment center •Affiliate of Dartmouth Medical School
75 Linden Street, P.O. $ox 803, Brattleboro, Vermont 05302
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'ti' V Expanding
Awareness
of A D/H D

Years ago, I participated in a series of child management groups. Not a week
would go by without some parents describing overly active, sometimes

oppositional youngsters who could not concentrate or focus very long, Attention
Deficit/Hyperactive Disorder (AD/HD) sounded like the right diagnosis.
What happened to those kids when they grew up? DSM-IIIR acknowledges

ADD and AD/HD as disruptive behavior disorders first evident in childhood. It
goes on to state: "Follow-up studies indicate that approximately one-third of
children with these disorders continue to show some signs in adulthood." Do the
disorders go away in the other two-thirds as they mature?

I didn't know, so I started doing some digging—first, at the annual meeting of
the American Psychological Association in Toronto last year. Some exhibitors
showed assessment tools (this month EA looks at the TOVA) that measure brain
activity before and during some medical monitoring. If ADD or AD/HD is
diagnosed, baseline information is measured on and off medication.

After the APA conference, I got hold of a publication from Children with
Attention Deficit Disorders (CHADD). They recently changed their name to
Children and Adults with Attention Deficit Disorders. A letter from their
president, Bonnie Fell, noted, "As we have grown as a national organization, so
has the demand for information on issues as they relate to adults." Now.many of
their chapters offer adult support groups at their monthly meetings.

Perhaps my most notable experience with this issue came a couple weeks later
at the Cape Cod symposium. This show is attended by clinicians, nurses and
practitioners from the substance abuse and mental health areas. I met a man, and
we began discussing EA topics. Almost half kidding, I said, "ADD in adults is hot
at work." "How did you know?" he asked. I mentioned the APA show and what
I had pieced together. He came closer. "I'm one—I have ADD," he said. He then
told this story (~'m paraphrasing for confidentiality's sake).
"You see, I'm recovering—have been for almost 20 years. I'm faithful; I work

my 12-Step program and have been clean for those 20 years. But, I've never found
serenity..I've continued having trouble concentrating, focusing on tasks and
reading. I'm smart and have gotten by, but I have never felt peaceful inside." (How
many of our chemically dependent clients have said that over the years?)
The man continued: "Then I met a psychiatrist who is also in the program. He

suggested I come to see him. I went and he prescribed a small dose of medication.
Within three hours, I felt differently. The results have been remarkable. I can read
a page once and comprehend it, and I can concentrate and focus better. But most
important, I feel serenity for the first time in my life."

This road may not be right for everyone, but it worked for this man. His drug of
choice, by the way, was "speed," I got to wondering how many addicts have begun
their disease by self-medicating. How aware should we, as EA professionals, be of
the details of each clients substance abuse history. How comfortable are we with
the availability of certain tests and medications that may help?

J. Chip Drotos, CEAP
Assoeinte Publisher
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The Abuscreen ONTRAK test provides rapid results
for employee drug testing—a procedure that can
make a critical difference in the lives of your em-
ployees and the fiiture of your company. Requiring
no instrumentation, the ONI"RAK test is easy to
learn, simple to perform and provides accurate,
reliable results.

For a significant advantage.in pre-employment
screening, security and occupational health pro-
grams and EAPs, ONTRAKprovides on-site "yes"
or "no" test results in approximately three minutes.
ONTRAK can speed results cost-effectively without
compromising reliability, helping to ensure a safe,
drug-free workplace.

Roche Diagnostic Systems
Roche a subsidiary of Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.

Roche Diagnostic Systems, Inc.
1080 US Highway 202
Branchburg, NJ 08876-1760
1-800-526-1247; in Canada 1-800-268-0482

Utilizing NIDA cut-off levels, ON1"RAK kits are
available for cocaine, marijuana, morphine, ampheta-
mines, ,barbiturates, PCP and benzodiazepines.

ONTRAK, developed by Roche Diagnostic Systems,
consolidates the experience gained in over 20 years
of providing quality products for drug abuse testing.
Today, the Roche name is your assurance of
unequaled products, service and technical support.

To put ONTRAK to work in your company's drug
testing program, call the Roche Response CentersM
at 1-800-526-1247..

Abuscreen assays provide only a preliminary analytical test result. `
A more specific alternate chemical method must be used in order
to obtain a contlrmed analytical insult (see package inserts).

Abuscreen

Rapid Assays for Drug Abuse
ON•SI"Ili i,s a iradcm;vk of"PDXI-LAB Inc., Irvine. CA
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Physical Restoration, a Partner in ~S'uccessf ul 1 'reatment

n the United States, alcoholism ranks as the third leading cause of death, accounting
for about 100,000 deaths per year. Studies have shown alcoholic drinking increases
the risk of death from cirrhosis, heart disease, cancer, gashointestinal disorders,
mental disorders, immune deficiency diseases (including AIDS) and numerous other

physiological ailments. In addition, alcohol is implicated in half of the driving fatalities, up
to 70 percent of drowning deaths, and about 30 percent of all suicides.

Currently, the average cost of alcoholism runs an estimated $117 billion annually. This
includes medical bills, time lost from work, decreased job efficiency, and property damage:

A DISEASE PROCESS. Is alcoholism a disease? There is still disagreement and in some
quarters, resistance to this concept. Alcoholism fits the definition of disease. Like other
diseases, alcoholism impairs health by damaging the cells. Like other diseases, it interrupts
the body's vital functions, causing specific symptoms. And like other diseases, such as cancer,
if it is allowed to continue long enough, it will lead to death. But as a disease, it has an ironic
twist. The agent causing the disease acts like a medicine that cures the symptoms. Alcoholic
drinkers actually feel healthier when they are drinking. However, the feeling of health is
artificial. When drinking, the alcoholic relieves himself or herself of the symptoms only.
Meanwhile, inside the body, a disease process rages. Certainly, alcoholic drinking causes
a disease process.
Take a closer look at this process, starting with the physical addiction. What happens

in the bodies of alcoholics? In their drinking careers, alcoholics go from wanting a drink
to needing a drink. Many of them become so intimately connected to alcohol, they feel
they cannot live without it. Medical research shows two major causes of physical addiction:
(1) the cells adapt to alcohol, and (2) the body has a problem with metabolizing alcohol.

Adapt:~tion in the Cells. To an alcoholic's cells, alcohol becomes a way of life. The
circulating blood bathes. every cell in alcohol on a fairly regular schedule. The cells adjust
and begin to expect these doses on time. They learn to cope with alcohol by defending
themselves against its toxic effects. Cell walls harden to retain stability and reduce toxic
damage. As they toughen themselves against the alcohol, gradually more and more c<in
be consumed. In other words, tolerance increases. In the long run, however, cell walls
break down. At this point, the cells not only lose their ability to keep toxins out, they ?
also become unable to retain essential nutrients within. Many of them stop
functioning altogether, or start functioning abnormally. That's when the organs
(heart, brain, liver, etc.), which are nothing more than whole systems of cells, begin
to fail
The cells show signs of physical addiction another way. They crave alcohol as a

food. Alcohol converts almost instantly to glucose in the blood. Known as
bloodsugar, the body uses this as food for all the cells. Drinking alcohol, therefore,
is like eating a candy bar or drinking a soda. The cells get a quick burst of energy and
this energy, like food, is measured in "calories."

Alcoholic beverages pack a lot of calories. Five to 10 drinks provide the same
amount of calories as awell-balanced meal. Yet, if the alcoholic had eaten the meal,
he or she would have gotten the essential vitamins, minerals, proteins (amino acids),
fats, fiber, and the complex carbohydrates—all of which the body needs to stay

By Jerry Dorsman
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healthy. The simple carbohydrates of alcohol satisfy the hunger too well. After many

drinks, an alcoholic usually does not feel like eating a meal, balanced or not.

The cells adapt another way. They begin to crave alcohol for the sedation. Alcohol

sedates every cell in the body. Also, secondary compounds form, sedating the brain and

nerve cells specifically. These compounds, called isoquinolines, form in the brain where

they cause heroin-like sedation of the brain and nervous system. That's why, among all

the cells, nerve cells react most violently whenever alcohol is taken away. You will see

anything from shaking hands and nervous irritability to convulsive seizures.

Problems with Alcohol Metabolism. Physical addiction, the body's normal reaction to

too much alcohol too often, does not affect everyone in the same way. A select group of

people, who have a problem metabolizing alcohol, are susceptible.

Alcohol metabolism is normally a routine chemical process. Basically the liver

attempts to detoxify the body by breaking alcohol into acetaldehyde (another toxic

chemical), and then reducing acetaldehyde to acetate or acetic acid that quickly converts

to glucose in the blood. In "alcoholic" drinkers, the liver functions poorly during this

second step. It converts acetaldehyde to acetate at about half the speed of a "normal"

drinker's liver.
This malfunction causes two main problems. First, acetaldehyde builds in the blood.

As a powerful toxin, acetaldehyde adds to the toxic damage alcohol causes the cells,
which start to fight as much to protect themselves from acetaldehyde as from alcohol.
!Secondly, acetaldehyde interacts with brain enzymes, creating isoquinolines, those
opiate-like chemicals that tranquilize the brain and nervous system. This chemical
byproduct doubles or even triples the sedative effect of the alcohol. WhaYs more, this
added sedative in the brain dramatically increases the addictive power of alcohol.

Because of the increased addictive power, withdrawal becomes more extreme. So the
metabolic problem causes greater agitation in the cells, as they are forced to fight another
toxin, but it causes greater sedation as well; and all because of a glitch in metabolism.
Clearly this glitch is the main reason for the physical addiction. About 10 percent of all
drinkers have this problem. They are the ones who become "alcoholic."

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT. The most important plans your clients can make when
entering recovery concern their physical health. By improving the body's physical
functioning, clients can reduce nervous tension, boost their vitality, and even eliminate
their cravings for alcohol. Better yet, they can heal the damage caused by years of heavy
drinking. Key techniques include: diet, exercise and alternative healing methods.

Diet. Diet is probably tYi~ szngle most important component of good health. The reason?
The nutrients in food form the building blocks of life itself. Indeed, the strength of every
cell in the human body depends on the quality of foods we consume. How can you help
your clients to enjoy high quality health? Encourage them to eat high quality foods.
Here are the basic recommendations:

• Quit using all sugar products.
• Stop eating foods with chemical additives, preservatives or sugar substitutes.
• Stop eating white flour products and white rice.
• Seriously reduce the consumption of eggs, meat and dairy food (milk, cheese, butter,
yogurt, cream).
• Quit or seriously cut back caffeine intake.
• Quit smoking.
• Quit using any illegal drugs.
• Quit using any over-the-counter medications (aspirin, flu remedies, antacids, laxatives,
decongestants, etc.).
• Eat more whole grains, beans, vegetables, seeds, nuts and fruits, with occasional fish
or chicken.
Sound familiar? This diet has been proven in study after study to be the best for

invigorating the body and maintaining optimum health.

Exercise. After 20 minutes of continuous exercise, the body starts producing endorphins.
'These naturally occurring biochemicals (similar to the isoquinolines) help people to
relax. So, clients can do themselves a big favor by running, jumping, dancing, walking,

continued a2 pnge 8

A healing
combination
for treatment
of psychiatric
disorders
Lakewood provides highly-
structured therapy programs in
a peaceful, beautiful setting in
the Pocono mountains of
Eastern Pennsylvania. This
combination of clinical treatment

in a low stress environment is
the key to successful short-term
intervention.

Programs:

• Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder

• Affective Disorders

• Obsessive/Compulsive
Disorders

• Pain Diagnostic &Treatment

• Comprehensive Diagnostic &
Assessment

For more information call
toll free (800) 643-6805.

Lakewo o d
A psychiatric treatment
center in the Pocono
mountains

RR #7, Box 7803
East Stroudsburg, PA 18301

Approved by mctJor health insurance plans.
Accredited by the Join[ Commiss[on on
Accreditation.
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Let Us Be Your Support Network ...

We understand how hectic your day can be. That's why when

your employee or client is in crisis and needs treatment now,

you need an experienced treatment team who will go that extra
mile to make your job easier.

At Hegira Programs, we will provide you with:

• Immediate Accessibility
• Flexible Programming
• Affordable Care

For more information call:

~~ e
RecoveryCenter

(Detox •Residential • IOP)

43825 Michigan Avenue

Canton, MI 48188

313/397-3088 (24 hrs/day)

• Prompt Follow-up
• On Site Support Groups
• Extensive Family Treatment

Romulus
Help Center

(IOP •Outpatient Services)

9340 Wayne Road, Ste. A
Romulus, MI 48174

313/942-7585

Working together toward lifelong recovery

Circle 4 on card.

Fountain Centers ...Specializing In Chemical
Dependency Treatment Programs Since 1974.. .

Based on the 12-step program of Alcoholics Anonymous, Fountain Centers programs
emphasize family involvement in the treatment of chemical dependency, with
abstinence as the goal.

Hispanic Inpatient Treatment Program
~ Comprehensive Evaluation Process

Chemical use history
Bio-psycho-social evaluation
Degree of Acculturation Evaluation
Assessment of language issues

~ Spanish language diagnostic tools, educational
materials and resources utilized

~ 24-Hour Admissions

~ ConfidentialAssessments

~ Continuing Care

~ Post-Primary Care

For more information or to make a referral, ca111-800-533-1616.

Fountain Centers
408 Fountain St.

Albert Lea, MN 56007

A program of Naeve Health Care Association
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swimming, flexing or riding a bike. If they
do one vigorous activity at least three
times a week, they will keep the body op

an even keel and remain ,relaxed. Also,
you may want to recommend yogi

stretching exercises as they have been
proven extremely effective in producing
endorphins as well as healing the internal
organs.

Alternative Healing Methods. Numerous
other methods have been proven highly
effective in helping clients reverse the
disease process. Here are a few of them:

• Acupuncture. A few needle points on
the ear cause endorphins to flow in the
brain. It bas proven to be an effective
intervention for alcoholism and cocaine
addiction, especially in early recovery.

• Massage. It also produces endorphins;

plus, it helps heal internal organs. Many

techniques are available.
• Biofeedback. A machine measures
changes in body function or Urain waves
and signals the client when a relaxed state

occurs. Through practice, clients learn to
achieve this state, even without the equip-

ment.
• Herbal Remedies. These can help with

two things: relaxation and physical heal-

ing.
• Progressive Relaxation. This involves

tensing then relaxing muscle groups, one

by one, throughout the body.
• Deep Rhythmic Breathing. When done

con~ectly, this reduces anxiety within

minutes. WhaYs more, it is easy to use

anywhere, anytime. It is healthful too,

because it oxygenates and alkalizes blood.

COMPARISON STUDIES. Traditional

treatment (known as the Minnesota
model) includes educational lectures/
films, psychotherapy, and AA. This
model has lacked any systematic
approach to physical healing. Perhaps
that is why studies show the success rates
of programs incorporating this model

alone do not match the rates for the

following programs that incorporate a

whole-person approach.
Twelve-month follow-ups of clienCs at

Health Recovery Center in Minneapolis
showed 75 percent were completely absti-

nent and greatly improved. In twelve-
montl~ follow-ups of clients at Compre-
hensive Medical Care in Amityville, N.Y.,

60.4 percent were sober and stable.
Among adolescents who completed the

EMPI,OYL;IASSISTANCL



program at Parc Place in Phoenix, Ariz.,

during atwo-year period, 76 percent

were still in recovery. These are just

some of the facilities that offer this type

of approach.

A CLIENT PROFILE. In the outpa-

tient therapy program at the Cecil

County Mental Health Center in Mary-

land, the typical client receives psycho-

Uierapy, case management, drug and

alcohol education, and the following:

• Instruction in "Strengthening your

commitment to recovery";

• AA;
• Assertiveness training;

• Relapse prevention techniques;

• Stress reduction and relaxation tech-

niques (about 50 in all, including

biofeedback for some clients);

• Yoga stretching exercises, progres-

sive relaxation, and deep rhythmic
breathing;
• Dietary guidelines; and
• Aself-managed exercise program.

Currently the center has 15 clients
that are receiving training in their

MARCH 1994

choice of the techniques listed. The
clients' personalities vary greatly and of
course, the "mix" of techniques that any
individual uses also varies greatly. In
addition, some clients get just slightly
involved with a technique while others
become deeply involved with it. Here is
the center's experience with the number
of clients (of 15) who have chosen to use
the alternative techniques:
• "strengthening commitment to recov-
ery" (15);
• AA (2)... 4 others say they want to go
but do not;
• assertiveness training (7);
• relapse prevention techniques
(15)...although 2 clients continue to
relapse;
• stress reduction and relaxation tech-
niques (12)...although each individual
has selected a different mix of tech-
niques within this group;
• Yoga/progressive relaxation/deep
breathing (9);
• diet (3)...3 others have made slight
changes and all the rest say they want to
but have not;

Reduce Stress.
Improve producct~itvity,
health and well-being with

Human Synergistics' Stress Reduction Kit
Only $29.95 for the following:
The- Stress Processing Report
Aself-scoring evaluation that shows you the
19 characteristics that defeat stress. With the
Stress Processing Report you can:

Improve your physical health and well-being
~ Derive more satisfaction and meaning from life
~ Improve the quality of your personal and work

relationships
The Self-Development Guide
71 pages of insights, interpretations, prescriptions
and actions you can use to immediately reduce
the stress you feel.
Instructional Audio Tape
Dr. Lorraine Colletti-Lafferty and Dr. J. Clayton
Lafferty, psychologists and internationally known
stress experts, walk you through the entire process
in this self•help audio tape.

Cnll X00/622 7584 to order the
Human Synergistics Stress Reduction Kii.

Circle 6 on card.

• exercise (11),
More significant than the techniques

chosen is that of the 15 clients who used
this program, 13 have been successful.
That success seems directly related to
the number of techniques used. The
more techniques a client uses, the more
likely he or she is to succeed. Even the
most traditional approaches should try
offering a few more techniques.
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Recovery
is Possibly.
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Chelsea Arbor
Substance Abuse Services

Comprehensive services from
outpatient through residential.

Locations in Ann Arbor,
Chelsea and Jackson.

313/930-0201
1-800/828-8020

A Joint Program of the
University of Michigan Medical Center
and Chelsea Community Hospital
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robably one of the best known
distinctions in EA work is
between "internal" and "exter-
nal" EA functions. In this

month's column, I want to argue why all
EA functions should be internal.
To tip my hand quickly, what I am really

saying is that whether a program is run by
an organizational employee or by an exter-
nal contractor, it should function as an
internal program. Thus, this should in no
way be read as a critique of external
contractors. Indeed, there are many EA
programs run by company employees that
do not come close to being internal pro-
grams.
What is meant by an internal program?

Very simply, an activity that is integrated
into organizational structure and function-
ing. Something that is permanent and
represents ,the standard way of dealing with
a certain set of issues, i.e., troubled employ-
ees.

LANGUAGE MAY BE IMPORTANT.
When people stop using the word "pro-
gram," they will take a giant step toward
EA functions achieving the status of a full
and irrevocable part of organizational life.
Instead, EA work should be housed in a
"service," "department' or "unit."

I have long had the bias that things called
"programs" suffer from a particular three-
pronged stigma: programs are new and
experimental, and might not be around
long; programs represent someone's moral
agenda; and programs are voluntary and
optional—only for those who choose to use
them.

Today the technology of EA work is
well-known (although commonly misun-
derstood), and it is evident it cannot
achieve results through a temporary effort.

By Paul M. Roman, PhD

It is also evident EA work is not a moral
crusade but must be based on sound
professional approaches—both in organiza-
tional management and clinical theory and
practice.

Finally, it is clear that EA work achieves
its full potential only when all levels of
management come to expect and even
demand its procedures will be implemented
when evidence of troubled employees
emerges. Thus, getting away from "pro-
gram" terminology is a good means of
supporting the image of an integrated EA
function.

NUTS AND BOLTS INTEGRATION.
What do I mean by an internal or inte-
grated program? There are several key
features:
• There is a clearly identifiable EA worker
at the worksite. This person is easily
recognized and widely known at the site.
•The EA worker is fully acquainted and
interacts routinely with all of the other
functionaries in the human resource man-
agement department or unit in the organi-
zation.
• The EA worker is personally acquainted
with a range of top management personnel.
These persons are, in turn, knowledgeable
and supportive of the activities in the EA
function.
• The EA worker prepares periodic writ-
ten reports that detail EA activity for
presentation to the immediate superior of
the HRM official charged with monitoring
the EA contract. A written annual report of
activity also is prepared.
• All supervisory personnel have attended
an orientation session about the EA func-
tion, conducted all or in part by the
individual with primary EA responsibility.
• If a union is present, the EA worker has

trained the shop stewards and other union
officials. The EA worker is conversant
about the provisions of the labor contract.
• The EA worker has a written strategic
plan,-projected forward in time and coordi-
natedwith goals stated in the host organiza-
tion's strategic plan. The EA function is
mentioned and included in this larger
strategic plan.
• A meeting is held at least annually at
which the goals of the EA function anti
their achievement during the prior year arc
reviewed. At this meeting, plans and goals
for the coming year are developed and pug
in writing.

MEETING MY SKEPTICS. For many
readers, the list just presented (which is
admittedly incomplete but should offer
flavor of what is intended) is not news. For
others who are working in what they label
as EA activity, I suspect that their reaction
to this list is "That is not what EA is
supposed to be about." For one thing, it
looks like too much work, especially for an
external contractor who is trying to manage
a range of accounts. Furthermore, one
might say this list does not fit the realities of
small workplaces, and that is where most
accounts are. Finally, the list does not
include anything about seeing clients!

Let me respond to these hypothetical
criticisms:

First, if these elements are not present, at
least in some form, then one must conclude
that most of the EA core technology is not
in place. There is no way in which a true
EA function can be carried out by "remote
control," with EA workers going onsite
only to renew their contracts. If all that is
present is a conduit to an external provider,
then there is no EA function. Under such
conditions, the pseudo-EA function is
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directed and operated by the. employees

who choose to access the service. The

service is no better or no worse than the

entry and exit decision made by these

individuals.
Second, it is well-known small

workplaces die like flies. The most com-

mon reason is the lack of structured

management and planning. Small

workplaces are microcosms of large

workplaces. All the same elements are

there, but in many instances, they are much

less visible. For example, there may be no

formal personnel manager, but people are

hired, paid, receive benefits and conform

to a range of federal and state regulations.

When the elements of EA service are

skimmed and shaved to "fiY' the smaller

workplace, a poor quality EA function is

the result.
Third, contacts with employee clients

are not listed because quality contacts

cannot occur if these elements are not in

place. The light is slowly dawning for some

EA workers that masses of self-referrals
are a very mixed blessing at best. When an
infrastructure, such as the one described, is
put in place, client flow is controlled by the
EA functionary, instead of by a set of
sporadic random events.'

DIFFUSING STANDARDS. There is
really only one way that integration of the
EA function can come about. That is
through a working partnership between
the EA worker and the individual to whom
this worker reports or the individual
assigned to monitor the external contract.
But often this process does npt work.

The main barrier to`enhancement of the
integration of EA work, i.e., making every
EA function "internal," is the level and
quality of knowledge among those in the
workplace who are responsible .for moni-
toring the quality of the EA function.
The EA field has developed very few

mechanisms for diffusing clear-cut stan-
dards for good EA functions. True, there
have been some efforts to develop con-
sensus around "program" standards, How-
cver, these have not been prepared with an
eye toward providing an orientation for
those in the workplace who may be
charged with making key decisions about
EA resource allocations.
The targets for diffusion of clear-cut

statements of what a sound EA function
looks like should be human resource
managers, occupational physicians, and
similar persons who typically hold key
positions in the workplace vis-a-vis EAPs.

My own perusal of the literature that these
groups see about EA work is not encourag-
ing.

What seems to have happened is that
internal coordinators and external pro-
viders have shaped the visions of good EA
functions for their own audiences, and to
serve their own ends. Almost always the
first-, second- and third-level goals are
clients, clients and more clients, with
minimal attention to organizational proc-
esses. This is not to deny EA workers
should be playing key roles in determining
the shape and direction of the services or '
units of which they are a part, but these
roles should be played out in a context that
maximizes the integration of the EA
function.

GROWTH WITHOUT DIRECTION. It
is important to observe that there are many
soundly integrated EA functions. Indeed,
my observations of such activities are the
basis for the framework presented here.
What concerns me is the continuing

growth of EA work with a corresponding
decline in direction. If there is direction for
the field out there, I wish someone would
point it out to me, and I would be glad to
shut up. But the growth is definitely there.

In my research shop, we typically con-
duct at least one national or regional
survey per year. It always includes some
measure to index the growth of the
coverage of EA across the American
workforce. In terms of the reported pres-
ence of an EA function, EA coverage is
now well over the mark of 60 percent of the
entire workforce. I used to cheer when
these rising numbers were reported every
year, but now I worry.
I worry because I am certain that much

of what is practiced under the label of EA
work does not bear the faintest resem-
blance to what most of us think should be
there. As I have observed repeatedly
during the six years I have written these
columns, the field has no boundaries, and
it easily surrenders its unique identity and
assumes the form of clinical treatment.

Without a steadfast focus on the integra-
tion of EA into the workplace, and without
better education of those workplace deci-
sion-makers as to what they should expect
when they implement an EA function,
things will only get worse—a circumstance
that will adversely affect the welfare of the
entire EA community.

Ron~nn is n resenrch professor of sociology and director of
die Center for Research mi Deviance and Behnviorul HeaBh
u1 die University of Geoigin.
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AN EXTENDED CARE
TREATMENT PROGRAMfor
chemically dependent adult
women specializing in the
treatment of women since 1983.

JCAHO Aceredlted
CHAhfPU3 Eligible

Alcoholism and Drug Addictions with:
■ Ea[ing Disorders
■ Psychiatric and Mental Health Programs
■ Abuse Issues
■ Relationship Conflicts
■ Living skills

Offering structured dally programming
treatment provided by professional
clinical staff. UH1lzing the 12 step
philosophy and other support services.
Long Tenn three ro stx months Program
for chemtca!!y dependent adult :oomen

Call Admission Intake Coordinator,
507/282-2500.
1-800-GABLES-0

604 Fifth Street S.W.
Rochester, Minnesota 55902
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up grants), a number of consortia did successfully supply EA

services, and some are still around today. Looking closely at

some model programs however, several questions arise:

. Were these consortia totally composed of (and designed for)

small businesses? Or were they actually geographically-

contiguous and/or homogeneous groups of businesses with a few

large or prestigious employers as "anchors"—in much the same

way large department stores are recruited for suburban

shopping malls to guarantee foot traffic?

• When we say that these model consortium efforts were

successful, what exactly does that mean? Is it sufficient that the

consortium is still alive and kicking? Or is the real measure of

success a client list which clearly demonstrates a percentage-

based penetration of the small business market segment?

• Given the dearth of federal and state subsides or foundation

grants in today's economy, is it reasonable to expect taxpayers or

philanthropic charities to pick up the tab to promote the

establishment of additional consortia? If the private sector is tb

provide the necessary venture capital to finance the start-up

costs of such efforts, then EA delivery systems for small

businesses must be suitably designed and marketed to pro-

spective customers for maximum penetration. These systems

must hit the ground running and may flourish only in a receptive
marketplace.
• If small businesses only want a portion of the EA "package,"
known in our business as the core technology, can we unbundle

our product and provide the services as requested, without
compromising our professional status? And if we do this, are we
still supplying employee assistance programs or just employee
assistance?
Our sense is that small employers are suspicious of "pro-

grams." Some of these employers are very specific and astute
about what services they desire (and are willing to pay for). Do
we assume they know what is best for their businesses, or to use
a missionary and pagans analogy, do we insist on bringing them
into our fold, and converting them to our way of thinking before
we respond to the needs they have identified?

DEFINING SMALL EMPLOYERS. To increase use of EA
services by small employers; EA professionals need to acknowl-
edge and build on what has been learned through experimenting
with the consortium, thoughtfully consider these issues, devise
new approaches and develop new measures of success in serving
this group.

Defining small employers is a logical place to start. This task
reminds us of the fable of the seven blind men who were asked
to describe an elephant. Being sightless, they had to use -their
sense of touch, and since they all touched a different part of the
animal, they all came up with a different description. So it is with
this market segment. In 1991, Small Business Profiles published
varied criteria for small business status.

continued on page 14

HOW DO YOU COPE WITH
CHILD AND ELDER CARE CRISIS ?
IT'S NOT ABOUT KNOWING ALL THE ANSWERS...

IT'S ABOUT RELIABLE HELP TO FIND CHILD
CARE AND ELDER CARE SOLUTIONS.

1VIAKE A SMART CONNECTION.. .
MAKE THE AMERICARE CONNECTION!

Celebrating 10 years of serv-
ice, Americare Systems, Inc.,
a Michigan based corporation
is a resource for EAP's, as well
as, for employees and
employers when seeking solu-
tions for family care needs.
Companies already benefiting
from Americare's services
include: Ford Motor Company,
General Motors Corporation,
United Auto Workers (UAW),
AAA of Michigan, Michigan
Bell Telephone Company,
Ameritech Services, Plante &
Moran, and Detroit Edison.

You can be in control of helping
employees solve their dependent
care problems by using one of
Americare Systems services:

Hotline Resource &Referral

On-site Consultation &Referral

Feasibility Studies

On-site Cenfer Business Plan

Management Training

Workplace Seminars

Family Education Fair Management

Conference Child Care Management

AMERICARE SYSTEMS, INC.
~~fe Attn: Cynthia Bechill

1877 Orchard Lake Rd. Suite 101

• ,~• Sylvan Lake, Michigan 48320-1772
TM 313/332-5252
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continued from page 13

The definitions are of two types, using
the number of employees and annual
gross receipts. For example, in heavy
construction, the figure of $17 million is
the cut-off point, while in agriculture it is
$.5 million. As to the number of employ-
ees, in some classifications of manufac-
turing, up to 1,500 is considered a small
business; while in wholesale trade, it is
100. Also note that not all small employ-
ers are businesses in the traditional
sense. For example, there are many small
nonprofit agencies, associations and state
or local government agencies in need of
employee assistance services.
The demographics of small employers

are startling. According to federal gov-
ernment agency figures, approximately
98 percent of employers have less than
500 workers. Even more startling,
approximately 95 percent of employers
have less than 100 workers, and these
businesses account for approximately 60
percent of the total labor pool or
workforce.

Although it is difficult to agree on one

universal definition of small employers,
clearly, they are not just miniaturized big
businesses because they exhibit such
distinctly different operational character-
istics. For instance, those with less than
100 employees are the most dynamic
segment of the economy—they are the
largest segment in strict numbers and are
responsible for the greatest growth in
new jobs. These organizations are often
embryonic, in the midst of change and
upheaval—forming, reconfiguring and
occasionally, dissolving.

MARKETING ASSUMPTIONS. In
spite of the lack of consensus about what
constitutes a small employer, some gen-
eral statements are possible, for example:
• Focus. These work organizations are
narrowly focused on producing their
particular product or service.
• Diversity. These workplaces are often
more different than they are alike.
• Family Orientation. Many of these
businesses employ family members. 'oth-
ers have a familial and rather close-knit
work culture.

• Disproportionate Impact of Troubled
Employees. When a "key player's" per-
formance becomes affected, the effect on
the companies' productivity can be discs-;
trous.
• Resources. These businesses are "lean
and mean," they operate with a scarcity
of time, energy, financial and human
resources.
• Lack of Infrastructure. Many of these
organizations do business without for-
malized departments, procedures or ded-
icated administrative personnel.
• Underinsured. Comparatively, the
employee of a smaller organization is
often not covered by an employer-
sponsored health plan nor are there any
provisions for behavioral or mental
healthcare.
These observations influence the

assumptions upon which EA providers
base their marketing and delivery sys-
tems. Our own assumptions about this
group have been tested and retested as a
result of interactions with hundreds of
small employers and business people,
experience from attempting to serve

STRESS IS NOT FUNl`J~!
WHICH IS WHY WE DO NOT SELL WHAT

are popularly called "stress cards". Maybe they make
for a clever promotion, but we at Sunsource are more
interested in remediation. That is why STRESSDOTS°
'can he regarded as a serious tool in Sunsource's

stress management program.
Stress has two components, the emotional

and the physical. Over 1,300 changes occur
in the body due to stress. And while the

emotional component of stress is
addressed regularly,

the Sunsource program
was designed to help you teach

others how to relax physically. Stressdots
provide the wearer with an ongoing objective
way to monitor changes in their stressed moods.

Our unique relaxation exercises can be used while
experiencing a stressful moment, or for deeper

relaxation, in private.
The Sunsource program is currently being used by

Sunsource Health Products, Inc.
"Natural Ways To Better Living"

S35 Lipoa Parkway, Kihei, H196753

AT~'T, Dow Chemical, Owens Corning, USC at Davis,
Chase Manhattan Bank, Yale New Haven Hospieal,

Scripps Hospital in San Diego,
Purdue University, and

many, many others.

It can be a S7RESSDOTS• Stich

powerful addition to your stress ~ ~ back of the hand.

management program. And best of all,
while being highly effective, it is inexpensive.

For more information, complete pricing and free samples please
call our customer service department today at 1-800-666-6505
and ash for our stress management information pachet.

*Peripheral skin temperature changes during the "flight or fighP' response brought on by stress. Stressdots change color as mood changes occur.
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oubled ~ ~them in a consortium, and from numer-
s" per- ous conversations and interactions with
'fect on ~ ~ , ~our peers. This underserved segment of ~
discs- the business world needs outreach and

education on a level similar to what was ' i ' ,
e "lean provided to the large industrial compa-
scarcity Hies and manufacturers 20 years ago by
human the "Thundering 100."

HISTORICAL APPROACHES. Histor- ■You need answers. Think of Minirth-Meier New

ically, to serve the small business market Life Clinics. We're astrong psy-
segment, five different approaches have chiatrically based. program that '
enjoyed varying degrees of success. has an optional Christian com-

If the provider offers a per capita ponent with community'
contract, it treats the small employer the resources that can help control
same as a big business, and usually

hospital costs.
adheres to the core technology. Is it cost

effective? Probably not. Some of our

observations (confirmed by our peers)
• You're in control. You and our clinician deter-Y

are related to the costly start-up tasks mine the severity of the case. If,

typically required by this group. Consid- and only if, admission to an in- ~' ~.-

ering the lack of , infrastructure and patient facility is required, we
formalized procedures, they require accept this patient. Your doctor
more consultation on policies, supervi- and your clinician are in charge
sory training, employee orientation, prior to, during and after hospi-
return-to-work issues and logistics in tali~ation.
general than larger employers. Thus, to
provide this extra (labor-intensive) serv- • You re choosing a We create a warm, caring,
ice, afor-profit provider must price their positive environment Christian environment that.

\

per capita fee so high, they alienate the
fOY effe~tive allows the person to clearly workvery clients they intend to serve.

In a nonprofit situation, the often treatment. through airy clouded issues.

underfunded or short-staffed provider is
overextended from the beginning with a YOU'll be connecting Within the Christian commit-
disproportionate amount of basic educa- the patient with niry, there are additional com-
tional-type marketing tasks to secure additional m~uiity resources available to
contracts. Later, it is literally deluged COmmurlity assist inselapse prevention.
with time-consuming :`customer service" resources that These are available at iio cost,
requests and related account manage- are free. `but are seldom used unless
ment issues.
The fee-for-service approach probably

someo~~e (li.ke our reEer~~al base)

is the most-used mechanism for small
makes the connection.

employers. It also is possibly the most
profitable if the billing is done on a strict •You can refer Referrals can be inane to

hourly or per-service basis. Again, those patients to treatment residential, partial, in-home care
of us who have served small organiza- In various settings. or other out-patient settings.
tions are familiar with the seemingly A11 are very cost effective.
endless phone calls and- minor requests
for information. While these requests are II11
conducive to asmoothly-running pro-

~k 
THE

gram that satisfies customers, they are GII
incredibly costly to provide. This ~INIRTH-1VIEIER
approach, however, is more flexible '~
because each particular service (e.g.,
policy consultation or supervisory train-

NE~~~,LIFEing) can be separately negotiated (which
again, necessitates additional time), and CLINICS
these services can be unbundled or
tailored to serve each client's needs, or For referral or free assessment, call us today.
preferences.

1—p0~-NEW LIFE
~o»rr'nuert o~~ ~n~e 16

For information on how we can work together, call 714/494-8383 for Pete Hacker.
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• Specialized inpatient and partial care

treatment exclusively dedicated to

females suffering from anorexia, bulimia
and related issues.

• State licensed and JCAHO accreditation
with commendation:

• Highly skilled professional staff of
psychiatrists, internists, psychologists,
RN's, masters level therapists and
registered dietitian providing
comprehensive individualized programs
and lengths of stay.

• Unique combination of medical,
nutritional and psychological
components blended with a non-
denominational Christian perspective.

• Individual, group and didactic therapy,
Nutrition, Addictions, Sexual Abuse and
Spiritual Growth groups, Equestrian, Art
and Body Image wmponents. Complete
Family Week.

• Treatment covered by most insurances.
Expert assistance provided to
prospective patients in determining
availal~i~iry of benefits or payment plan.

~D~
Center for Anorexia and Bulimia

Jack Burden Road Box 2481
Wickenburg, Arizona 85358

1- 800 - 445-1900
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RESHAPING EA

continued from pnge IS

The consortia or cooperative-arrange-
ments approach makes a lot of sense
conceptually. The application, however,
may be difficult. One of the big myths
about serving small businesses is that all
we need is to group these worksites
together and treat them like a big
employer. Typically, each ,small
employer demands a disproportionate
amount of service for the revenues
received. These approaches have typi-
cally been subsidized, with long incuba-
tion periods and often are more accu-
rately termed nonprofit cooperative
arrangements.

"Piggybacking" services on existing
accounts is an option for EA providers
contracting with a large employer in a
particular geographic area. The provid-
ers typically find themselves in a position
to take on additional mid-sized or small
employers as well. This is a relatively
painless and usually profitable endeavor
because the EA delivery mechanism
already exists—the office space is rented
and furnished, and the staff has been
hired. In short, all systems are up and
running. Here again, the small employer
serviced in this manner is receiving a type
of "subsidy."

If an EAP provides free or "discount'
services, there is a legitimate question of
why. Is the provider offering a full menu
of related substance abuse, behavioral
health or managed care products? Is the
EA service the loss leader or some other
marketing technique? This approach
might be totally unrecognizable in terms
of the core technology. At first blush, it
may seem the most attractive option to a
small business owner with a limited
budget and/or lacking a sophisticated
knowledge of EA, since ik requires little
or no investment and seemingly provides
insurance in the unlikely event that there
is a "problem."

OBSTACLES . TO EA SERVICES.
Denial and Enabling. Anyone who has
worked in the field of chemical depend-
ency is familiar with these two concepts.
In small work organizations, especially if
they are run. with a management style
reminiscent of a family, troubled employ-
ees often are not acknowledged (denial)
or confronted (enabling). In a larger
sense, these attitudes translate into a
denial of the need for EA services and a
resistance to purchasing them. Marketing
to such organizations would be reminis-

cent of attempting an intervention with a
dysfunctional family—a long period of
education and trust-building is necessary
and frequently, only a crisis finally moti-
vates them to act.

Lack of Knowledge of EA Services.
Many small employers, simply do not
have enough information about EA serv-
ices. They lack the time to research such
topics, experience in running a business

and/or sophistication in human resource

matters. This state of affairs may be the

simplest to address once we as a profes-

sion recognize the unique needs of this

group and come to some consensus on

how to provide the necessary informa-
tion and education about EA services.

Resistance to Formalizing Policies and
Procedures. Considering their lean and
mean focus, scarcity of resources and the
relative age of these organizations, the
opposition to developing additionll
organizational structures and guidelines
may be systemic. Indeed, this same
argument often is cited with reference to
providing health insurance coverage to
this group. The Clinton healthcare plan
addressed this concern by requiring all
employers to provide a basic benefit anel
extending government subsidies Por
small employers.

Unconvinced of EA Value. EA pro-
fessionals must reG9gnize that small busi-
ness owners often are' simply uncon-
vinced of the benefits of EA services and
their value in guaranteeing and increas-
ing productivity. Some employers have
adopted a "test and terminate" attitude,
an unfortunate byproduct of the "war on
drugs" mistakenly translated into a way
on chemically dependent employees. Its
not difficult to imagine how a harried
small business owner, in a seemingly
endless search for cost containment and
with an eye to reducing liabilities can be
seduced into jettisoning_ "problem
employees." The Americans with Disa-
bilities Act notwithstanding, effective
and credible arguments aimed at small
employer's concerns are necessary.

Skeptical of Prepay Pricing. This
apprehension is possibly a reflection of
the enterprising nature of many of these
businesses. The owners often are reluc-
tant to contract- and pay up front for

services they suspect they might not fully
or perhaps ever use. A related resistance

to prepackaged programs also has been
observed, consistent with their requests

for an "individualized product' to
accommodate their specific needs.
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SMALL EMPLOYER INCENTIVES.
We have identified effective incentives
for these organizations and their decision
makers to purchase EA services. Some
are obvious, others more subtle. While
the Drug Free Workplace Act actually
only affects a slight percentage of small
employers nationwide, this piece of legis-
lation and related drug-free workforce
regulatory requirements has had a ripple
effect felt through the entire EA indus-
try. It has led to countless inquires and
subsequent decisions in boardrooms and
managers' offices, among federal and
some .state contractors.
Many small business owners who had

been interested in EA services, took the
plunge, others developed or purchased
"paper programs." Given the lack of
enforcement of the contractual stipula-
tions, some are cynical about the effect
on individual employees who work for
these small employers. But who can
argue with the publicity EA services
received and the resulting doors that
were opened?

Vulnerability also acts as an incentive.

When employers understand the dispro-
portionate impact of troubled employees
in these small organizations, they are
much more inclined to purchase EA
services. Often this results when one of
the decision-makers has a personal expe-
rience with chemical dependence or a
related problem involving a family mem-
ber or long-time trusted employee.
Such experiences sensitize an organi-

zation, making it more receptive to the
marketing of EA services. If they are in
crisis and they are knowledgeable of EA „
services, they will actually seek out a
provider.

Productivity benefits are an incentive
to small companies trying to keep the
competitive edge. They have less oppor-
tunity to use methods like downsizing to
achieve cost savings. In some cases, they
embrace EA services as the answer to
making more with less. This rationale, of
course, is not limited to management in
small companies; it is one of the EA
field's old standbys.

Workers' compensation and other
insurance discounts sometimes act as

incentives, too. In Florida, legislation
linked a 5 percent discount on workers'
compensation premiums and the estab-
lishment of certain specified drug-free
workplace services. In California, while
no similar legislation exists, the
enormous increase in workers' compen-
sation premiums is having the same
effect, as businesses seek. to positively
affect their experience rates.. In some
cases EA services are seen as part of that
solution.

RESHAPING EA SERVICES. In many
communities, dedicated, hardworking
EA professionals successfully provide
quality services to small employers.
However, to achieve widespread pene-
tration of the small business market—in
densely populated metropolitan areas
and rural areas—they may need to
reshape the services provided to respond
to the special needs of small employers in
a given community. Most EA profession-
alsserving this group agree it can be done
without abandoning our standards, but

continued on page 18

~~~~~Satilla
Park

NosPi1A~
The not for-profit speeialis~s in
emotional &addictive r!lnesses

• Addictive Disease

• Psychiatric

• Geriatric

2500 Satilla Parkway
Waycross, Georgia 31501

Crisis Line 1-800-362-COPE
(2673)

Business Phone 1-800-382-9873
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RESHAPING EA

continuer! from pnge 17

rarely do they describe it as a gold mine.
Rather, along-term collaborative effort
on the part of the EA community maybe
needed to reach out to these organiza-
tions to educate and engage them. Some
of the approaches we propose are
described below.
• Offer Individualized Services. This is
what these businesses want. They do not
respond to acookie-cutter mentality.
They are diverse, unique, independent
organizations, and expect to be treated
as such. EAPs can offer these people a
reliable resource to which they can turn
when confronted with the myriad of
problems individuals bring into the
world of work. It is valuable informa-
tion, but it must be presented in an easily
digestible fashion.
• Adopt a Community Service Orienta-
tion. This approach can be a project of
EAPA chapters, or under the aegis of
local chambers of commerce, councils on
alcoholism or any civic-minded group or
coalition. Having this type of sponsor-
ship can be advantageous in terms of

providing a tax-exempt status and
attracting donations from various
sources, public and private.
• Recognize Nontraditional Providers.
Even while considering the earlier dis-
cussion about free: and "discounted"
services, it behooves EA professionals to
re-examine whether they are the best
equipped to respond to the market
demands of the small business commu-
nity. If they are unable or unwilling to
respond to business needs, they must be
prepared for these customers to "buy
elsewhere." Is the priority ~o connect
with these businesses and deliver some
type of employee assistance or to strictly
adhere to the core technology and offer
the full broadbrush EA services only
through familiar delivery mechanisms?
• Establish Innovative Purchasing
Arrangements. One thing a prospective
customer will always listen to is a
proposal for cost savings for products
they are interested in. Advertising qual-
ity drug-testing services at a fixed,
reduced rate has' been a successful mar-
keting strategy used as an overture to

maybe
eligible f or certi f ication

as an addictions specialist
The American Academy of Health Care
Providers in the Addictive Disorders'
Board of Trustees, International Advisory Board,
Certification Committee, National Examination

Committee and Ethics Committee:
determines standards of training and clinical experience

• awards certificate and CAS credential with
specialties in alcoholism, other drugs, food and

sex addiction, and compulsive gambling
• publishes International Register of Health Care

Providers in the Addictive Disorders including
treatment providers from all disciplines.

~cAN ~~cq For applications and information contact0
~~ The American Academy

9~~~~~8 9 260 Beacon Street, Somerville MA 02143
~.~~~ ~ 617 661 6248
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marketing EA services to the same
customers.
• Become Part of a System of
Healthcare Delivery. With the potential
onset of national health insurance, EA
providers can ill afford to ignore the
need to secure a niche in the healthcare
delivery system. EA professionals need
to position the profession squarely in the
middle of the healthcare debate. Health
planners are looking at creating state-
wide purchasing and delivery mecha-
nisms paid for by employers, and it is an
opportunity to become part of the
healthcare. service continuum.
One possible advantage EA provide r

can offer businesses is to preserve some
measure of control over behavior~~l
health and substance abuse services.
Given that small businesses will have fu
access to other health services, why ne,i
get EA services at the same time?

CHALLENGE FOR EAPs. Simply
stated, the EA profession needs to tune
in to the needs of small employers and

contdnued on page .is
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Veteran Counselor Offers Guidelines for Referral

angs have existed throughout the course of oui•
history. Initially, groups of individuals banned
together because of economic frustrations that
they acted out through violent measures. The only

hanges that have occurred during the last 200 years are the
iethods and weapons of violence and the increase in the
umber of youth involved.
As the numbers continue to rise, it is inevitable that

~orkers will approach EA professionals for advice and
ossible referral for their children whom they suspect or know
ave joined gangs. They may want to start by educating
arents on the basics of gang membership.

'ULVr;MENT. Involvement in a specific "set" (gang) is
rmined by several specific factors. First and foremost is
pressure placed on young people by others from either

their "hoods" (neighborhoods) arschools. The pressure to

join or "up" boils down to basic survival, meaning that threats

on one's life and the lives of loved ones is a common
recruitment practice. Even though the youth may personally

not want to join, in their eyes, they have no other choice.
Second, if one subscribes to the social learning theory,. one

believes that individuals become products of their environ-
ment. Given the manner of life and behaviors surrounding the
youth, they perceive the gang as a means of social advance-
ment and accept its behaviors. However, one must also
remember that individuals behave and act as a matter of
choice, meaning they are fully accountable for what they
think, feel, say and do. This matter of choice. may .appear
contradictory, yet it answers why today's judicial systems. are
more prone to have juveniles adjudicated and tried as adults

continued on. page 20
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Aspen Achievement
Academy specializes in
the treatment of teenagers
with psychiatric, emo~onal
and substance abuse
disorders.

Approved by most in-
suranceand managed care
companies nationwide.

500-283-8334

Psychiatric residential
kreatment pro~ranis for
children end adolescents.

Programs far
developmentally disabled
and chronic psychiatricall}
involved aeltills.

Specialty {racks desisted to
meet Hie needs of the...
emotionally disturl~cd, b
Uehaviorally disorder
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A~~vr

Acnv~mr

Aoo~xr Out000R
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THE ASPEN DIFFERENCE
■ Residential treatment in lieu
of hospitaliza8on

• Time-limited program
(60 days)

■ Mandatory family
involvement which
must be committed to
during admissions process

■ Nationally recognized
outdoor therapy program

■ F~ccellent outcome studies

GANGS

continued from page 19

for violent crimes.
Third, the survival of the "set" is

dependent upon the number of mem-
bers who belong and the amount of
money it generates through its drug
trafficking. Gangs and other nontradi-
tional groups adhere to the philosophy
that there is "power in numbers," and
these numbers can control their turf and
possibly the turf of rival "sets."

Fourth, oftentimes murders are com-
mitted as a means of initiation, revenge
and/or intimidation. Some gangs sub-
scribe to the violent rite of passage. This
requires the- initiate to commit murder,
be it a rival gang member or an
innocent victim, to be accepted as a
member.

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS. There
are several elements that contribute to
an individual's propensity toward gang t
involvement and violence. v

Family: Today's society is witnessing L
a tremendous breakdown of the family n
system. Intact nuclear families are ii
extremely limited, especially within the s.,
inner city. No longer do the mother,
father, and children reside under one y
roof. As therapists, we see the continu-
ing increase in "blended families" and, ~
most importantly, the substitution of
the gang for the nuclear family. ~
The dynamic compositions of mangy ~l

gangs or nontraditional groups are ~~
based on the patriarchal system where z ~
male assumes the leadership role as in ~ ~~
nuclear family with the father presen~, ~i
Because of the influence placed upor ~n
members of the gang, the group will it ~'~
most instances assume the personality T
of its leadership. Thus knowing who the ~f
specific leader of a group is makes i °~'
easier to predict the behavior of tha W~
group. m

Social Needs: By far, the most signifi "~
cant frustration ' identified today i
unemployment. To convince an adoles I
cent that maintaining a job at a fast foo~ th

restaurant at minimum wage is a bette~~~
solution to money problems than join°r
ing a gang is hard when gang membeiS'
may have thousands of dollars on the{'

person at any given time. ~`~~
We must seek a more viable solutio'

than money. The first step is the coF°i
struction of neighborhood center
where adolescents can maintain a 

sen'~~le

of belonging and receive 
supporti~bei

counseling from professionals who h~~
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been down the path that these adoles- being worn;

cents are presently on. •The type of jewelry being worn;
t" is Sense of Reality: Many of the youths •Body tattoos; and
nem- involved in gangs today do not maintain •Vehicles being driven..

nt of a clear concept of death. The violence EA professionals and counselors also
drug they witness either in the "hood" or in should be aware that various gangs

~tradi- the media lends itself to this misconcep- have their own language and means of

sophy lion—merging fantasy and reality. They communicating with one another (e.g.,

and see an actor die in one role and later hand signals). It is not uncommon for

irf and come back to act in another role. Death the major gangs to maintain their own

in their eyes is not perceived as being alphabet systems; thus, when communi-

e com- final, it is seen as a glorified temporary eating by writing, others from the "out-

evenge event. side" will have difficulty understanding

;s sub- ~ Hopelessness: Many gang members the messages.

;e. This who enter into counseling do so unwill- Graffiti also plays a major role in

nurder, ingly for the most part. However, once gang identification. Individual gangs

or an rapport is established, one common use symbolic graffiti to mark their

~d as a thread is found among them. Many territory. Many develop symbols that

perceive their lives and situations as are peculiar to them. It is extremely

being hopeless. They feel helpless to important to be cognizant of the graffiti

;. There avoid further obstacles or make plans. because it identifies what gangs are in

ribute to These feelings of hopelessness and operation in specific locations of a city.

and gang helplessness are identified in patients Oftentimes this symbolic graffiti will

who maintain suicidal thoughts or who also be tattooed on an individual gang

Witnessing have attempted suicide. Professionals member.

he family need to begin treating their gang-

~ilies are involved clients in terms of potential for ADVICE TO EAPS. Because of the

Nithin the self-destructiveness and suicide. violence-prone nature and coercive

mother, "Wannabes": "Wannabes" are power of most gangs, any involvement

►nder one youth who imitate gangs and desire with gangs can become serious, so EA

e continu• membership. Sometimes they pose professionals need to prepare them-

ilies" and. more of a threat because they behave in selves and parents on several levels,

,itution of Ways that will bring them attention and using some base-level guidelines.
ly leave their mark in school or in their •Realize parents may be assuming a

s of mam neighborhood. Other times, this atten- tremendous amount of guilt. Their guilt

,roups arf lion-seeking behavior will extend to is twofold: they feel inadequate as

~m where ~ great lengths, most often resulting in parents for (a) "allowing" or not know-

role as in. violence. The "wannabe" individuals ing of the child's involvement, or (b)

ter present are basically adolescents who are easily having to make the decision to seek

laced upoi influenced by others and maintain a treatment: Often, parents will succumb

roup will ii high need for attention and control. to the manipulations of promise. Par-
personalitThey do not have the basic knowledge ents may feel that by giving their child

ping who tli 
of gang behavior and their only frame another chance, they will change. EA

is makes 
Hof reference as it pertains to gangs is professignals must stress that the par-

vior of 
th~w'hat they see on television in the ents' decision to seek help and treat-

movies and read in magazines and ment may literally save their child's life.

most signifnewspaper articles. •Know community and private sector

;d today treatment agencies and resources.

;e an adole~UENTIFICATION. Gangs identify Establish relationships with treatment

at a fast 
fo~hemselves through what is known as and administrative personnel. When

ge is a beto,̀
colors." "Colors" refer to their mode the need arises, use these resources as a

ns than jot
?f dress and the color or their "rag." means to seek knowledge and assis-

ang 
membe"mple forms of identification are: lance.

>llars on the 
Professional sports teams' starter • Do not get sidetracked by the crimi-

ackets; nal potential of gang involvement.

~iable soh~tir 
Brand name tennis shoes and the Maintain empathic understanding and

~p is the 
coolors of the laces; unconditional positive regard for these

center The style of wearing a baseball cap; individuals as clients, so as to effectively►ood
~intain a set~~; 

direction of the brim and the cap service their and their parents' needs.

ve supports 
mg worn; .Use local law enforcement agencies
The color of pants or plaid shirts>nals who h

~~~~1n~,«<~~i ~,» ~~~,~~ z2

Natural
Alternative

For doubled
Adolesce~tts

'Ilse
F.ckerd Alternative Treatment

Pc'Ogi'wri
provides the following:

Q Psychiatric hospitaliza-
Lion alternative

Q Peer group counseling
O Comprehensive assess-

ment
Q Intermediate to

residential care
Q Aftercare &transition

services
Q Family &social work

services
O Accredited education

program
o Jc,~xo A~~~~a

at Brooksville, FL*
❑ MOSt lIISUT1DCeS

accepted

+ Other Non-ICAHO aaxedited
loezttieon~s in FI.., NC, TN, RI, VT

and NH.

For informati~ vn all of our
Pa'oBrnms and locadans. call

1-800-554~4357c~.p~
Pu~ded u pnt b~ tl~e Stags i~ w~hicL we operMe.

6cke►~l FanfJp Yours AJune~tfMer loa iwt
JtseriMi~nu 3~ twploywat or.lMiulo~.
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'~ GANGS

continued front pnge 2!

as a resource. More specifically,
develop relationships with Crime Pre-
vention or DARE officers in their

' specific community. These offices main-
~~~~ tain a vast amount of knowledge that

can be beneficial to the employees EA
serves.
• Advise employees that their children

~~ will direct much anger toward them for
seeking referral to treatment. They
either will threaten the parents or
promise that this behavior and associa-

~ tion will ease. These are common
~. ~ behaviors, -and the parents should be

made aware of it and supported as
,' much as possible by the EAP.
~,~ •Advise parents to file charges. Law
'~ enforcement cannot act upon juveniles

unless a crime has been committed. The
~ ~ most common charge that can be filed is

'!
that of unruliness. "Unruly" simply

~ means that the youth is not adhering to
parental rules. Other charges, such as

~ "runaway," can also be filed, specifi-
j e catty when the child is away from home
~ without parental consent for a period of

:~

24 hours.
• If the youth is placed on probation,
request that counseling be a part of the
individual's conditions of probation.
This will make attendance, although
not participation, mandatory. Still, the
therapist must submit progress reports
to the probation officer. If the juvenile
fails to attend these scheduled sessions,
it becomes a probation violation.

TREATMENT EA professionals
should also explain to parents what
kind of reaction to treatment can be
expected. Gang-involved adolescents
referred to treatment are, in most cases,
referred by human service agencies,
juvenile courts, or the police. Their
behavior when in treatment can be
categorized in two ways.
(1) The youth are extremely resis-

tant to outside agencies and pro-
fessionals. They feel the only problems
they have are being in treatment and
talking to someone who does not know
or understand life on the streets. This
resistance may also take the form of

Children are not alike, yet all must
be handled with care. Intention-

ally or not, children's lives often
become shattered. That's when we
can help.
We recognize your valuable time

and responsibility in placing children
in treatment. Our staff is not only
expertly trained to treat children and
adolescents; they are proficient in
meeting your needs as well. They can
help you in making sure information
is readily available and to keep your
costs .down. Our staff will work with
you in deciding cost and an appropri-
ate length-of-stay. Oak Grove Treat-
ment Center is a sub-acute residential
treatment center serving children and

adolescents, ages 6-18, presenting with serious
emotional and/or behavioral disorders. The pro-
gram has been expanded to include short-term
residential treatment. Our wooded, semi-rural
campus is located 15 minutes from downtown Fort
Worth, Texas.

JCAHO ACCREDITED • OCHAMPUS APPROVED

OAK GROVE TREATMENT CENTER
.. residenilal treatment for children and adolescents

6436 MARL{ DRIVE, BURLESON, TEXAS 76028

817/483-0989
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verbal or physical intimidation directed.
toward the therapist, staff or specific
treatment center. This behavior is com-
mon; however, therapists and parents
should always take threats seriously. It'
therapists and staff can "speak the ~
language" of the gang youth, it may
minimize resistance. ~
Immediate ground rules must be S

established by the therapist or treat- t
ment staff. If an adolescent has been ~
admitted to an inpatient hospital unit, F
the foremost goal is to stabilize his oi• U
her behavior. Aggressive acting. out and p
verbal intimidation cannot be accepted. t~
A simple-rule is: Once the patient is off
the streets, begin to get the streets out u
of the patient. Because colors are an a
identification of specific "sets," treat- t}
meet must focus on making external rE
changes prior to internal/cognitive
changes. Insight cannot occur unless C
behaviors are stabilized and externll h~
changes are begun.
(2) There are also those clients who; th

know how to "play the game." They are; in
normally your most compliant patients h

or

cu
s "r

~~ " ~~ ~~,~~s'~~ ca
~-

,,
:in

~~~,'̂ 'a';:~ ~c,~iu te~

Cascade ~~
School '~e

A fully-accredited, coeducational residential d
school that specializes in working with
underachieving adolescents who are having ~~~
problems at school and at home and who ide
may be experiencing emotional difficulties. vio

Counseling in personal growth and 111
development

• Full college preparatory curriculum ~~~~
• Year- round instruction grades 8-12
Beautiful 250 acre mountain setting vio

•Wilderness challenge program vio
Warm, nurturing environment the

P.O Box 9, Whitmore, CA 96091 ~'~1
(916) 472-3031 ~,,,. „
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directed ~''+ ~,ithin a treatment center. These individuals will tell therapists
specific !~ and staff anything they perceive them as wanting to hear. In
is com- some cases, the youth have been counseled by professionals in
parents the past and know how to speak the language. The therapist

iously. If and staff must maintain the gut-level instinct to know when
peak the ~ they are being manipulated and confront the manipulation.

., it may All therapeutic confrontation of a gang member should

occur on a 1-to-1 basis and never in a gang or mixed group
must be setting. If confronted in a mixed inpatient or residential

or treat- treatment-center group setting, the individual doing the

has been confronting can expect an aggressive reaction from the

pital unit, p1tient. In street terms, never "front" someone off in groups

,ize his or unless you expect to be "fronted" tenfold. By confronting

ag out and patients in a group setting, you are challenging them to defend
accepted. themselves and showing the utmost in disrespect.

,tient is off Gang-style respect is valued on the street and should be
streets out iii~derstood by all treating professionals. Respect and rapport

ors are an are best developed through 1-to-1, therapeutic confrontations

its," treat- that are safe and less challenging for the patient and/or

ig external , resident.
it/cognitive

cur unless CHECKING PROVIDERS. The following guidelines may

id external help EAPs in selecting appropriate referral sources:
• Always question the years of experience the individual

clients who therapist or treatment facility has had dealing with youth

e." They are involved in gangs. Many agencies or facilities will tell you they

iant patients leave knowledge, yet their knowledge is "book knowledge."
' •Make certain to tour the facility and meet the staff. Look for—~—
treatment staff that can "talk the language" of the street and
have first-hand experience in counseling these individuals.
• Request that the individual therapist or treatment facility
discuss with you the types of treatment modalities they
use—an eclectic approach is preferred to a purely behavioral

------------ ~~pproach. Does the facility adapt to a consequential-level
tiystem or do they take into account the developmental stages
e>r underlying psychological dysfunctions the young person is
currently, and has been, experiencing?

;~ Request a copy of the facility's "mission statement," so you
'~`~., can determine tl~eit under-lying treatment philosophy.

~`~ ~ •Once you hav¢ selected a facility, become actively involved
in the treatment~of the child. If possible, attend treatment
team meetings and become a part of the discharge planning~~~and aftercare. If the individual youth is involved in outpatient
ounseling, have a release of information signed so monthly

'O~ eports can also be sent to you.
• Most importantly, always ask questions. People often
identify themselves as "experts." In my opinion there are no

1~working 
wit~hexperts, just individuals who have more knowledge on a

who are 
havingcertain subject than others. If there were "experts" in this

t home and whoidentified field, then there possibly would not be any gang
onal difficulties. violence because all the questions would be answered and all
1 growth and tl~e solutions given.

Two major contributing factors to adolescent gang involve-
rycurriculum »ent that treatment cannot do much about are the increase in>ngrades8-12 ~~~lent crimes committed and society's acceptance of thise°ro1°.am~~ng violence. Society in general is bombarded with violent acts via
p g lie media: television news, movies, newspaper reports, etc.,~ironment

►re, CA 960)~+Il of which have desensitized American youth.
3031 

eriokn is director of oprrnlinns and cnse mm~ngeu~<vu Jin U~•lmo~i~ Prnes Hospi~n( i~~
—~nmtgsfown, Ohia. !Ie has 17-yeas erperie~tce in idenliJ'icn(ion and u~rrmne~i~ of nonlrndi~iona!

'maps. He cat 6e reached n( (2/6) 7.59-2700.
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MERIDELL ACHIEVEMENT CENTER
A Psychiatric Resrdentra! Treatment Center for Children and Adolescents

• Programs for children, adolescents and
their families

• Established in 1961

• Programs directed by Board certified
psychiatrists

• Specializing in:
- Sexually compulsive behavior and
treatment for sexual perpetrators

- Sexual trauma and abuse
- Chemical dependency
- Physical aggression
- Dual diagnosis and a variety of other
behavioral problems

• Services include acute stabilization and
partial hospitalization

• 'I~vo campuses on 76 acres of Texas
countryside, north of Austin

• Full spectrum of medical and clinical staff

P.O. BOX 87
Liberty Hill, TX 78642

1-800-366-8656

• JCAHO Accreditation
• Off- and On-site Assessment Capabilities
• Insurance and Champus Funding
• State Contracts and F~znding Available in

Most States
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The Strength and Viability of the Family, Not Some Super-cure provided
by Staff Members, Will Determine the Success of Treatment, Despite

the Nature or Degree of Difficulty Experienced by the Child

t is clear that a relatively small percentage of children and
families, perhaps 10 percent to 15 percent, consume a very
large portion of available resources, perhaps 85 percent.
The very difficult or disturbing children include a small

percentage whose troubling behavior is the direct result of
genetic or biological disorders. But then there are. the rest who
respond to the opportunities of their lives with distrust, constant
manipulation, ,and unrealistic anger. For them, getting older
means a deepening vortex of frustration, failure, isolation and
frequently substance abuse and criminal activity. We know from
having worked with the families of these children for more than
25 years that these children are a source of searing pain and
profound failure.

THE TROUBLE WITH ROBBIE. Robbie was 3 when Sarah
divorced. As he was growing up, his father had only sporadic
contact, so Sarah and her extended family counteracted this
neglect by showering him with unconditional support. The
trouble started at school where he became argumentative, would
not do his work, spent his time sulking and frequently started
fights with his classmates. Soon argumentative became opposi-
tional, surly and withdrawn.

Sarah and Robbie's stepfather Bill sought help and during the
next few years, went through a succession of therapists. The
pattern remained the same. Robbie related warmly and well to
the therapists but his behavior at home did not change. The
problems at school escalated.

Possibly as a result of everyone's sense of failure and
frustration, Robbie began a series of admissions to hospitals. A
variety of medications was tried; none made a significant
difference. Family therapy became a regular part of Sarah and

Bill's life. They were able to use this effectively to deal with their
owri problems of guilt and doubt about whether they were doing
the right things.
The deepest crisis came when Robbie was 15. He solemnly

announced to his parents that he was happier away from home
with his "friends" than he was at home.

Sarah consulted the people she had come to depend upon. She
talked to the school, her counselor at the employee benefit
program, the psychologist and the psychiatrist who had been
managing Robbie's care. After conferring, they referred Sarah
and her family to Monitor Prime, a program of Camelot Care
Centers Inc.

TRADITIONAL TREATMENT. Traditionally, many difficult
children have been placed in out-of-home treatment settings. Just
having them out of the home, school and community, of course,
provides a great, if temporary, sense of relief.
There are two primary reasons why professionals no longer use

this seemingly obvious answer as much as in years past. The first
reason is that it is no longer affordable to provide this kind of
treatment for the vast number who need it; and second, no matter
how well these youngsters adapt to and succeed in the treatment
facility, the critical issues re-emerge when they return home. If
they have not matured enough to cope with their problems at
home, in school and in the community, both the family and the
child experience a compound failure that gets warse each time
the cycle is repeated.

During the last four years, the Monitor Prime program has had
a success rate—meaning no additional treatment has been
required for one year after discharge—in excess of 75 percent.
Moreover, our research has shown conclusively that the v~iriable

By James E. Spicer, PhD



in success or failure is the strength and viability of the family, not

the type or degree of difficulty being experienced by the child.

THE PROGRAM. Usually, families are referred to Monitor

Prime on a joint referral that often includes the school, employee
assistance, hospital and treating professionals. The parents are
invited for an interview with a unit leader, normally a licensed
clinical social worker. To start, there is a three-part assessment
that differs from most others.

First, rather than provide more specialized information, this
assessment attempts to include and integrate all of the informa-
tion assembled to this point about the referred child and his or
her family.

Second, the assessment takes a very clear developmental point
of view, starting with the developmental tasks and events before
and immediately after birth of the child, and the responses of his
or her family.

Third, all of this information and that gathered on a daily or
weekly basis by the monitor is quantified or translated into
numbers. By doing this, it becomes possible to compare each
child and family with every other child and family in the data base
and have a very clear estimate of the degree, nature and
seriousness of the problems.
The monitor is a telephone call made to the family, initially,

five times per week, during which the operator will ask a series of
questions. These questions are structured around a series of so
called "collapsing screens." This means, for example, that when
the caretaker is asked about any health issues that have come up
during the past twenty-four hours, and there are none, the
operator will then go on to the next category, such as behavior or
education.
However, if there are issues of health—if the child was sick or

injured—then a series of questions are asked that will hopefully
trace the nature of the event and exactly what was done about it.
At the end of the structured questions, there is a message time
that allows the caretakers to communicate anything they feel is
important. Sometimes the information elaborates on answers
given, sometirrres it conflicts. These comparisons are included
when arriving at the number that the computer's program assigns
for this day's monitor. The importance of this procedure depends
not only on the specific answers or the specific events that are
recorded but also on the patterns that emerge over a period of
time.

Specific answers can be extremely important, even vital. Each
daily monitor is reviewed by the unit's clinical director as soon as
it becomes available to make sure there are no events that suggest
exceptional stress or danger to the client family. If such is
indicated, the director immediately initiates the appropriate
action.
The monitors are also used by the unit leader and the

treatment team in the supervision of the case manager or primer.
The developing and ongoing relationship with the family is
reviewed weekly by staff supervisors and biweekly by the
treatment team. If extraordinary events happen, of course a
review occurs immediately.

BENEFITS. The benefits of this approach go well beyond
immediate clinical supervision. The monitor not only tracks
progress on presenting problems but on criticll developmental

areas as well. Reports can be drawn anytime, either on a
scheduled or as-needed basis. While these reports are extremely
useful in direct work with the client family, they are also very
helpful with school staffing, court proceedings and other
decision-point events. Clearly, this quantified record of progress
or lack thereof can also be of very great interest to the individual
or the company responsible for payment.
A principle advantage is that it serves as a "force multiplier"

by enabling all of the clinical staff to supervise and manage far
larger case loads than they could otherwise handle. If the monitor
indicates there is a problem, the psychologist or psychiatrist
consulting on the case can seek additional information from the
unit leader ~vho has been following the family or from the primer
who has the direct relationship with the family.

All of the instruments used by the system track specific events
and behaviors rather than feelings or interpretations of events.
This is both .derived from and fits neatly into acognitive/
behavioral approach to personality called process therapy, which
uses very strong developmental benchmarks to establish the
parameters of successful behavior and goals for treatment.
Because this approach is empirical, based on direct observations
and events, those using it can achieve very high levels of
agreement about problem areas and the ways to move to new
levels of development.

THE PROCESS. Normally, the monitor call takes about five
minutes and is arranged at a time and place that is convenient for
the family. Sometimes they choose to get the call at work where,
away from the children, they have time to think about the past 24
hours and organize their thoughts. Sometimes families are in a
sufficient degree of disintegration that other observers, such as
school teachers, close relatives or other caretakers with opportu-
nities to observe the child in the home environment, become the
reporting persons.

In the course of the first interview, the unit leader makes a
concerted effort to explain that unlike most other treatment
structures where the professional staff takes a considerable
degree of responsibility for the course and outcome of events, in
the monitor system, the staff teaches, guides, supports and
demonstrates but are not the ones with the Magic Bullet.

This approach is not invasive, but rather participatory and
interactive. The involvement of all members of the family is not
only required, it is the very basis for change. As the family
members learn new ways, they gain increasing control. As that
happens, they need staff support, but decisions about this belong
to the family.

If the family decides they would like to participate in the
program, they are asked to fill out the first portion of the
assessment, which is called a Status Profile. This is a brief.
instrument that determines, as clearly as possible, what the
immediate situation is, what the presenting problems maybe and
what additional testing or other information is required.

This information is processed within 24 hours and then
presented, along with the referral packet, to a multidisciplinary
treatment team for evaluation. The team makes an initial
determination as to whether the family is appropriate for this
mode of treatment. The admission criteria, profile or footprint for
Monitor Prime has been established during a period of five years

continued on page 26



Adolescent Residential Trea#ment

Youth Care effectively treats
depression, post-traumatic
stress disorders, social
withdrawal, family problems,
alcohol &drug abuse, eating
disorders, non-compliance,
self-destructive behaviors,
learning disabilities, school
failure, physical &sexual abuse.

-~y St~xte Licensed ~`y Pv~of'essioviczl Stczff
Accredited Junior &Senior High Schools Initial Assessment

Cost Effective Programs Frequent Correspondence With E.A.P.'s

v~ -soo-ass-4924
Mailing Address:

P.O. Box 909
Draper, Utah 84020

YYYY Locations:

Y~~~~~~~r~ West Jor~ an, UT
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Are you looking for an
Alternative
to In-patient

Hospitalization
for the young Adult?

WILDERNESS TREATMENT CENTER
is located on a working cattle ranch in the rugged mountains of
Northwest Montana. The center's primary goal is to re-establish self-
esteem with a life free from chemical dependency.

• Exclusively designed for males 14-24
• Medically supervised, licensed facility
• Covered by most medical insurance
• 60 days primary treatment including

utilizing the steps of AA & NA
• 21 Day Wilderness Expedition
• 4 day family program
• Outcome documentation available
• Listed by Avon Books as one of the
~ 100 best!

Write or call:

WILDERNESS
TREATMENT CENTER

200 Hubbart Dam Road
Marion, MT 59925

.~ (406)854-2832

MAGIC BULLET'
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with several thousand cases. Ongoing
studies of the admission criteria and the
ultimate results of treatment clearly show
that the critical factor is the strength and
.responsiveness of the family rather than
the type or even the degree of difficulty of
the problems presented by the children.
Moreover, the Camelot studies show that
75 percent of the families referred to the
program from either the public or private
sector, really want to succeed as parents.

ROBBIE'S SAGA CONTINUED. After
the judgment of the treatment team that
Sarah and her family could benefit from
the program, Heather, the director, made
an appointment for herself and a case
manager, called a "primer," to meet
Sarah at home. Because Sarah works, the
appointment was made for an evening. At
this time, they completed a much longer
form called an Environmental Profile.
Many of the questions were familiar to
Sarah, some were a little strange ("How
many dogs do you have in the house?").

After spending a pleasant couple of
hours with Sarah, Heather and the
assigned primer, Mike, returned to the
office where they spent another hour
recording their own impressions of the
home environment. Sarah was told that
the questions were clinically weighted but
she would not know (unless she asked)
that this information was fed into a
computer program that would search
diligently for any evidence of physical or
sexual abuse, substance abuse, psychosis,
chronic depressions, other severe mental
illness, criminal activity or any other
conditions that would make it difficult for
this family to be successful. It became, in
effect, a quantified social history that
could then be related to the Status Profile
and other data.

Before leaving, Mike made an appoint-
ment for the next evening when he would
able to meet Robbie and Bill. Bill was
very determined that Robbie was not
going to destroy the life that he and Sarah
have had. He listened with skepticism to
the Monitor Prime story and only reluc-
tantly agreed to participate, and that was
largely because of the mutual agreement
of khe referring professional persons.
The next evening, Mike arrived and

spent a few moments chatting with Sarah
and Bill. He said that his first job was to
get acquainted. To do that he would be
spending time with Robbie. He gave
Sarah and Bill his telephone numbers,
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explaining he was on a beeper and if there

were any problems, he would like for

them to call. Mike then turned his atten-

tion to Robbie, who had been through

this sort of thing many times and was very

wary. But Mike knew his work. He caught
Robbie's interest by mentioning a few

kids they both knew and before long, they

were out the door looking for something

to eat with Robbie explaining the world

from his point of view. Sarah and Bill
were glad for the quiet.
The Coke and chat were not the cure.

The next morning, Robbie became
"impossible" in class, swore at the teacher
and stormed out. The school called Mikc
who arrived in thirty minutes. He found
Robbie lurking in the basement corridor
by the janitor's rooms. They checked with
the office, left the school, went to the
video parlor and played a couple of
games. Then Mike insisted that they stop
by the book store, then a music store and
then a couple of clothing stores. Robbie;
was calm by this time and they talked
about the next step—how to get along in
class. Mike went back to class with
Robbie and sat with him for about 30
minutes. Then Mike went back to the
office and began to research Bobbie's file.
His observation of Bobbie's behavior in
school suggested that he had difficulty
reading. Perhaps severe difficulty. The
trip to the video parlor, book store and
the rest had partially' confirmed this.
Robbie knew about things, but not from
reading. His intelligence level was within
normal limits but the Wide Range
Achievement scores gave support to
Mike's suspicion. Bobbie's reading level
was almost normal in th"e first grade but
fell sharply after that. In recent years, his
negative behavior had become such a
dominant problem at the school that his
academic problems just never came into
focus. Mike talked to the school psychol-
ogist about the possibility of updating
some of Bobbie's tests.

SCALING. Mike was with Robbie for
some part of the day almost every day for
the next two weeks. He was building a
relationship, clarifying expectations and
observing. At the end of that time, Sarah
and Bill were asked to come to the office
for the final part of the assessment. Along
with Mike and Heather, they went over a
series of developmental scales, placing
Robbie as accurately as they could using
their knowledge of his behaviors.

conti~TUed on pnge 28
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Sub-Acute Psychiatric Treatment

Residential,

day t~eatrr►ent,
and partial care prog~an~s

foY adolescents and adults.

The Wellspring Foundation, Inc.

Founded 1 977 State licensed JCAHO accredited

P.O. Box 370 Bethlehem, CT 06751-0370
203.266.7235 FAX 203.266.5830
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Treatment For Adolescents
Used To Be

Now there's a grey area. .
but that's good.

It's food because treatment needs

are not black and white. They are as
individualized as adolescents them-
selves and should be treated that.
way.
At St. Anthony's Medical. Cen-

ter, we offer treatment programs fox
chemical dependency, psychiatric
illness and dual diagnosis that pro-
vid~; the security oi'specialiced, com-
prehensivetreatment, but also allow
pllients to begin or continue their
recovery in the least restrictive envi-
ronment possible.

28

White
Our Residential C1re Program is

an important addition to our con-
tinuum of treatment programs for
adolescents. Residential Care pro-

vides structured treatment aX~d an
opporCunity for patients to continue
their education through the
program's certified academic cur-
riculum.

Comprehensive programming is
provided during the day, evening
and weekends.

For additional information
about our Residential Care Pro-

gram, ca11314/,525-4400 or toll free
1 800/52,5-20?2.

St. Anthony's Medical Center
10010 Kennerly Road • St. Louis, Missouri 63128
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Fostering Wellness
~e 0 .Min the Work lacep

fin-the-job stress, problems with
relationships or health, and
other personal issues contribute
powerfully to feelings of
self-worth, job satisfaction,
and ultimate. productivity:
You can help employees
address these concerns
with the practical wisdom,
proven experience, and
gentle guidance of CareNotes
from One Caring Place. Call

~~ ~ g~n~~~ ,,,,, , ,

w~I k ce
end Fa~ni1Y

or write
today for a free sample selection
and formation on how you can put
CareNotes to work for your company.

CareNoles themes include:
cldcr care, emotional life, Family
care, grief and loss, health care,
and spirit care. Over 100 full-color
CnreNotes aVailablc.

~ i-800-325-2511
RING ONE CARING PLACE, Dept. 0082

PLACE st. Meinrad, IN 47577
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This "scaling" served as the develop-
mentalbaseline. It enabled them to place
Robbie in relation to the thousands of
other young persons whose records were
in the data base. The scaling also guided
the system in generating a series of
treatment plans. Under some circum-
stances, such as when a large agency (the
state) uses the system, it also allows
matching clinical needs against all availa-
ble clinical resources and indicates that
by percentage of match, which could
potentially be most helpful.

Since Robbie and his family have been
considered by the treatment team, treat-
ment plans were immediately generated
and went into action. The first was a case
plan that identified the overall needs of
the family and brought into focus any
programs or resources that could or
should be made available to them. The
second was designed for use by the
primer and his or her supervisor. It was a
very specific set of interventions that
were derived from and addressed the
areas of developmental delay or failure
the child presented. The third treatment
plan was designed specifically for use
with the family and was also based on the
areas of developmental delay. It pro-
vided specific interventions the family
could use to change behavior.

For purposes of clinical review, treat-
ment plans go first to the treatment team
where they are carefully individualized
for each family. The team continues to
review the treatment plans as long as the
case remains active.

TREATMENT BEGINS. With the
pieces all in place, treatment began.
Mike met with Sarah and Bill to discuss
history. He pointed out that Robbie was
a very successful and happy child who
had almost everyone caring for him and
meeting his needs. This pattern contin-
ued long after that level of dependency
was appropriate and became a set of
confirmed behaviors. Robbie's problem
was that he was now 15 with many
complex expectations confronting him
and still trying to meet them with the
behaviors of a happy 3-year-old. Robbie
was not sick or disturbed, but he was very
disturbing. It was time for him to grow
up!

This perspective made sense to Sarah
and Bill, and they agreed to a program of
helping their 15/3-year-old begin to

continued on pnge 30
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~UHY SHOULD SOU DEFER
I-BEAD-INJURED PEDIATRIC PATIENTS

`T~ CUMBERLAND HOSPITAL?

Cumberland Specializes in
Child ~ Adolescent Care

Each year some 200 pediatric patients ages

Z-22 are admitted to Cumberland Hospital

for Children and Adolescents. Being able to

interact with their peers gives them a valu-

able social and psychological advantage in

their-road to recovery.
Cumberland provides its owtt licensed

private school on campus, with a well-

rounded curriculum that makes use of tradi-
tionaland innovative learning methods
whichever is most appropriate.

And, because recreation is an important

part of head injury therapy, Cumberland
makes sure its patients spend time in creative

play, exercise and recreational therapy—on
the playground and in the gym. At Cumber-
landkids can still be kids.

..•

'~-

Cumberland
Has Successful Experience
Treating Head-Injuries

Cumberland is a JCAHO-accredited
hospital, with eight years' experience
treating patients with all levels of head
injuries. This table shows the percentage of
patients admitted to Cumberland at each
RLA level during the past three years:

RLA Level l 2.0%
RLA Level 2 45.0%
RLA Level 3 16.8%
RLA Leve14 15.7%
RLA Leve15 5.3%
RLA Leve16 5.2%
RLA Leve17 6.3%
RLA Leve18 3.2°/v

In addition, C~unberland
has the experience treating
young patients with many
types of head injuries. This
table shows the percentage of
patients admitted with head
injuries resulting from the follo~.
ing causes:

Automobile accident
Pedestrian accident
Bicycle accidettt
ATV accident
Skateboard
All others

44.0%
15.2%
8.2%
5.3%
2.1%

30.4%

Cumberland's Staf f

Because Cumberland is a hospital, and not
just a rehab center, you can be confident that
treatment is delivered by licensed rehabili-
tationprofessionals and other accredited
hospital staff, all under the direction of an
admitting physician. All physicians on
Cumberland's admitting staff are board-
certified in their specialty, and dedicated to
the treatment ofhead-injured patients, The
staff includes Donald A. Taylor, M.D., Pedia-
tric Neurologist, Michael J. Decker, M.D.,
Physiatrist, Daniel N. Davidow, M.D.,
Pediatrician, and James E. Sellman, M.D.,
Pediatric Psychiatrist,

Cumberland Hospital's
Quiet Country Setting

Cumberlattd Hospital is located on a quiet,
college-like campus that spans some 1,200
acres, just a few miles from Colonial
Williamsburg attd Jamestown. Healthy,
outdoor activities—such as walking, hiking,
and fishittg—all available right here on the
Cumberland campus are part of our compre-
hensiverehabilitation program.

Here, patients and their families can
escape the hectic pace of everyday life and
refocus their lives on the rehabilitation
process.

At dawn and dusk, deer can often be seen
grazing at the edge of the woods around the
hospital, and flocks of Canada geese stop by

to feed and rest on their journeys North and

South.
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Cumberland
Patients Recover

Cumberland has a. proven record
of successful treatment and recov-
ywith head-injured patients. In ~

recent study conducted jointly with the
Medical College of Virginia Hospitals, of 36
patients at RLA 4 or below who were
admitted to Cumberland within 180 days
post-injury, 22 made substantial improve-
ment of two or more levels on the RLA
scale, while 9 of the remaining 14 patients.
improved by one RLA level. In the same
study, it was noted that 10 of 16 patients
admitted 180 days post-injury in a vegetative
state improved by two or more levels on the
RLA scale.

Cumberland Knows
You Want Only the Best for

Your Patients

When so much is at stake in the life of a

young patient, we know you won't settle for

anythittg less. Cumberland Hospital is ready

to answer your questions or to admit your

next referral.

Please call us for more information:
1-800-368-3472

Cumberland Hospital for
Children and Adolescents
New Kent, Virginia
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BEFORE PLACING A

HELP-~VAN'T~D..

OFFER THE . ~v ~

HELP NEEDED

Stuyvesant •Square
A Chemical
Dependency

Treatment Program
of Beth Israel
Medical Center
170 East End Ave.

at 87th St.,
New York, NY 10128

212.870.9777.

Outpatient Care
380 Second Ave.

at 22nd St.,
New York, NY 10010

212.614.6100

chemically dependent employees
productive again...

Stuyvesant Square treatment programs
offer your employees the knowledge,
skills and support they need to over-
come chemical dependence. Our indi-
vidualized programs are designed to
help recovering employees with the
challenging transition to a productive,
.chemical-free life.

Inpatient Treatment and Aftercare
An intensive treatment approach
provides professional individualized
guidance through the phases of
recovery. A two-year aftercare pro-
gram allows employees to continue
receiving ongoing support.

Outpatient Care
Outpatient programs, offered in the
day and evening, enable your employ-
ees to stay on the job, while receiving
the treatment they need.

Stuyvesant Square...a comprehensive,
hospital-based chemical dependency
program. Call us or write for our
brochure.
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change. It was harder than they thought.
They had become an integral part of
Robbie's behaviors. He knew how to
manipulate them very effectively with
seduction and intimidation. But piece by
piece, Mike helped them learn how not
to get "hooked" and how to exert their
power and authority as caring parents.
They attended parenting classes and
were frankly astonished to discover peo-
ple just like themselves with problems
just like their own. They took their
treatment plans to class and in the
discussion learned a lot about success,
failure, patience and how to trust the
developmental process that Mother
Nature has provided for every one of us.

Robbie was also an active part of the
process. He did not really like failure but
as the years went by it seemed more and
more inevitable. Lately, he had begun to
feel doomed. Moving out of the
emotionally handicapped class into a
regular special education class was
important to him. Discovering that he
could learn to read was one of the most
exciting events of his life.

During a period of six months, Sarah
and Bill became increasingly comforta-
ble and competent in their role as
parents. Robbie made very significant
developmental strides and learned to see
himself in developmental terms. He
began to be able to accept himself while
at the same time seeing a future that he
could work toward. If there had been
other children in the family, they would
also have benefited from Sarah and
Bill's new found skills.

Robbie continues to learn to live with
his real problems. As his competence
and that of his parents grows, the
program reduces its activity and pres-
ence. It_ is there if the family needs a
boost. Many parents maintain a continu-
ing relationship with a parent support
group but the goal is to have the family
stand on its own as quickly as possible..

Because of the use of technology as
the "force multiplier" for expensive
clinical staff, the cost is less than one
third of .most out-of-home placements.
Because the program's modus operandi
is to teach and support parents iY can
even be appropriate for chronic condi-
tions.

Spicer is executive director nl Cnmelo~ Cnre Centers /nc, ire
Seminole, F(n. the Monitor Prime pmgrmn is offered nt
several Camelot ccn~ers.
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By Lawrence N. Greenberg, MD

ttention deficit disorders (ADD) in

adults are one of the most fre-

quently missed problems that

adversely affect work pro-

ductivity and quality of life. EA professionals are most

likely to have ~ experience with ADD when evaluating

employees' children. Until very recently, it was gener-

ally thought that ADD was only a childhood disorder;

however, we now know that half of the children with

ADD continue to be affected as adults.

Hyperactivity, the most complained of ADD symp-

toms in childhood, usually does not persist beyond the

early teen-age years, but a secondary effect of ADD,

low self-esteem, not only persists but frequently wors-

ens to the point of becoming actual depression and/or

leading to chemical abuse. Both can become so

problematic as to obscure the underlying ADD and

greatly complicate EA assessment and referral.

CASE EXAMPLES. G.W., ari obviously intelligent

and hard working. college graduate, advanced quickly at

work, becoming the clerical supervisor in a few years.

~~;~~Z~;~ ~ ~~)~)~

He was a likable, somewhat extroverted individual.

However, as the office grew, he began to have difficulty

keeping up with the "mountains" of paperwork and

reports that he put aside until the last possible moment.

He had difficulty understanding the increasingly longer,

more detailed memos and was unable to efficiently

organize his time.

Soon G.W. became short-tempered and irritable

much of the time as tasks piled up. He was so distracted

by a telephone ringing and muffled sounds from the

office next door that he often lost track of what he was

doing. He began to experience frequent headaches and

miss days of work. Co-workers observed that he was

edgy and drank too much coffee. At his annual review,

he alluded to some family problems, including that one

of .his sons had been diagnosed as having ADD.

Fortunately, G.W.'s supervisor recommended a clinical

assessment for him. Not surprisingly, it resulted in the

diagnosis of ADD. Medication and several counseling

sessions that focused on managing stress have proven

very helpful.

c~un~inned on pnge 32
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Our primary goal is to provide quality
professional counseling, to help alleviate
pain and suffering, whether emotional
in nature or associated with diseases
of chemical dependency.

Taylor_ ; ■Specializing in Dual Diagnosis
:'. .'#'~3 ~~.~i $282 i,:: ~ :) ; Comprehensive Treatment For

~', Children, Adolescents &Families
ADD Assessments

it ~~~~~~~!~~~~~~~g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Most Insurances Ac e toc p d
:::::~:::::::.;;::<:,:.;:.;:<.::. <:. 24 Hour Covera e9

JCAHO Accredited
_.::;;;;;~::: ::::::::::::::::~`,:><::;,::«<:,<:<: CSAS Approved
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David S. Monhollen, ACSW, BCD
Debra Scheck, ACSW, BCD

Administrators

Arthur L. Hughett, M.D., Medical Director
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"A center for growing concern"

HAI~'E
CENTER

Offering Assistance in Addictions,
Compursions and Trauma Recovery

Specialists in working with
dissociative disorders

Intensive day treatanent in conjunction
with inpatient program for those persons
who don't require hospitalization.

Totally smoke-free environment

Halterman Center
614-852-1372, Ext 500

210 N. Main St., London, Ohio 43140

A program of Madison County I-Iosl~iCa1, Inc.
,JCAH Accredited. Treatment covered by most insur<uzce plains
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B.B. was a 23-year-old repairman and
part-lime university student who had
been diagnosed as ~ child as "dyslexic."
Although very bright, lie could not read
more than five words at a time before
losing the meaning of the passage. He
would slowly, painfully read and memo-
rize four to five words in a sentence
bei'ore reading the next five words, and
so on. When he did complete the sen-
te~lce, lie knew what Ise had read; how-
ever, he was such a slow reader that he
could only get B's and occasional A's in
most subjects. He had always been a
distractable person and found it very
diPPicult to concentrate on work when in
a noisy setting. On the job and in the
classroom, he was often off-task and
daydrelming. Since he was not hyperac-
tive, he did not bother anyone except his
parents and occasional supervisors who
wondered why he did not do berier.

Socially, he got along all right with
peers although he was somewhat shy and
had low self-esteem. After hearing about
ADD in a psychology lecture, he
requested an evaluation by his family
doctor. Psychological testing confirmed a
high IQ but revealed no evidence of a
learning disorder. However, he also took
a test specializing in ADD—the Test Of
Variables Of Attention (TOVA)—
revealing he was processing in~formaCion
very slowly, more like a 7-year-old than a
young adult. Metl~ylphenidate was pre-
scribed and turned out to be very thera-
peutic, enabling him to Ue more success-
ful on the job and in school.

B.B, is now a professional in our
community and needs methylphenidate
only once or twice per week when
reading technical articles. Although
somewhat restricted because of leis labo-
rious reading, he is successful Uoth voca-
tionally and socially.

SYMPTOMS. Attention deficit disor-
ders occur in 2 percent to 2.5 percent of
adults and ai•e characterized by inatten-
tion, distractibility, impulsivity, irritabil-
ity, labile feelings, low frush•ation toler-
ance and overactiviCy or "nervousness."
Any of these could effect job perform-
ance and might trigger a supervisory
referral to tihe EA professional.
EA professionals should determine

whether symptoms are most evident
when an employee's job requires sus-
tained aCtention, such as when reading
detailed reports, particularly in a busy or

1?,MPLOYEI~,ASSISTANCI



he majority of adults will never know if they have an attention deficit
disorder because of addiction-contributing problems and the current
subjective and nonspecific diagnostic criteria.

noisy setting. A person with ADD can
focus on a particularly interesting task or

in a 1-to-1 situation at least for a short
time. The majority of cases are male
(approximately 3 males-to-1 female).

THE DISORDER. ADD is a neurologi-
cal disorder. Its symptoms range from
mild to severe in nature. Except for those
cases caused by trauma to the brain (such
as head injuries) later in life, ADD is
present at birth. However, it is generally
not diagnosed taefore the early or middle
elementary school years when the hyper-
activity of ADD children becomes
disruptive in the classroom. If the ADD
child is not hyperactive (as is often the
case with girls and children with higher
IQs), and, therefore, not disruptive,
inattention is often attributed to other
causes (such as being "lazy" or "unmoti-
vated"). Thus, many adults with ADD
have lifelong symptoms but have never
been diagnosed and treated for ADD:

Although it was assumed that children
"outgrew" ADD with puberty, recent
studies have documented that attention-
deficit individuals are affected life-long
in up to 50 percent of the cases. However,
adults with mild attention deficits, or
adults who can avoid activities that
require sustained attention, seldom need
treatment for the condition. Even though
EA professionals would not need to
make referrals for these ergployees, they
can help them compensate somewhat for
the attention deficit problem by suggest-
ing anumber of coping strategies, such as
reduction of visual and auditory distrac-
tions and use of frequent, brief work
breaks.

Causes of Off-Task Behavior. There are
many causes of inattention or off-task
behavior that include:
• general medical problems such as ane-
mia, hyperthyroidism and diet;
• medications, especially barbiturates,
antihistamines and illicit drugs;
• auditory and visual deficits and
hypersensitivities;
• neurologic impairments such as dis-
tractibility, incoordination and epilepsy;
• low motivation;
• environmental stress;
• intellectual impairment (retardation)
or precocity;
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• learning disabilities;
• psychosis;
• bipolar disorder;
• depression;
• anxiety;
• antisocial and other personality disor-
ders; and
•ADD.

The causes of off-task behavior are not
mutually exclusive, and persons with
ADD frequently have additional contrib-
utingproblems, such as chemical depend-
ency, learning disabilities and low self-
esteem or depression. The diagnosis is by
no means easy to make, particularly with
current subjective and nonspecific diag-
nostic criteria. It is not surprising that the
majority of adults with ADD never will
know they have it.

Diagnosis. In addition to history, physical
examination, self-administered behavior
ratings and testing, and computerized

tests of attention are proving helpful to
the diagnostician. The TOVA is such a
test. It is a visual, continuous perform-
ance test that is covered by most third-
party medical insurers. Programmed for
Apple IIe, IBM, IBM-compatible and
Macintosh computers, this test, which
resembles a computer game, can be
administered by trained support staff. It
.measures inattention, impulsivity, speed
and variability in ADD and is sensitive to
psychoactive medication. An automated
printout summarizes the data, interprets
the results and presents recommenda-
tions. It has been standardized for chil-
dren and adults (from ages 4 to 80-plus)
and is being used by an increasing
number of clinicians to help diagnose
attention deficits and monitor medica-
tion.

Treatment. The most common interven-
continued on page 34

.~,, HARBOR OAKS
HOSPITAL

Short Term Rapid Inpatient Stabilization with Siep Down Partial
Hospitalization Programs followed by community based

referrals for outpatient care.

Inpatient Crisis Stabilization

Partla! Hospftalizatlon Day Programs

Psychiatric Treatment

• Chemical Dependency Treatment

• Dua! Diagnosis Treatment

• Adudts, Adolescents and Children

To make a referral, call our professionally staffed
Crisis Assessment Center, 24 hours a day, everyday.

Call 1-800-537-7924

• JCAHO Accredited • CSAS Licensed •State Licensed
•Most Insurance Plans Accepted
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continued from page 33

tion for adults with attention deficit is
counseling to help them develop more
effective coping strategies and behavior
modification. techniques. Many benefit
by environmental changes, such as the
use of "white noise" to nnask extraneous
sounds, use of a study corral, short work
periods (10 minutes to 15 minutes)
broken up by a brief activity, and close,
1-to-1 monitoring with redirection back
to the task. Persons with ApD respond
best to brief oral instructions. that are
illustrated as well. They also do well in a

flexible but structured setting.

Medications. Psychoactive medication,
such as methylphenidate (Ritalin) .and
dextroamphetamine (Dexedrine) and,
more recently, the tricyclic antidepres-
sants (such as imipramine or Tofranil)
are effective in 85 percent to 90 percent
of the cases because -they shorten
response time (or information process-
ing) and decrease variability, distractibil-
ity and possibly impulsivity and activity
levels. Contrary to what was thought in
the past, the psychostimulants do not

The .~.ge of Reason
has come to addiction care

The solutions your clients are searching for are at Forest Hospital.
Rational Recovery is a revolutionary approach to overcoming
chemical dependency. It is a simple program that helps people
get sober, get better, and get on with life, Period. No lifetime
meetings, labels, denial-and-disease talk. And it is a program that
welcomes newly recovering and 12-step resistant people.

Counselors, therapists and physicians are excited about
Rational Recovery because it is an effective option for clients
who can't "work the steps.' Third party payers are enthusiastic,
too. More of their insured now participate in their own treatment
planning, letting them invest more of themselves and less money
and time incost-effective and efficient treatment.

To learn more about Rational Recovery contact Forest Hospital,
a licensed Rational Recovery Hospital.

(708) 635-4100, Ext. 363

Rational Recovery
is a means to happiness, not an end in itself.

Forest Hospital
555 Wilson Lane •Des Plaines, Illinois 60016

have a paradoxical effect in ADD, and a
positive response to one is not a diagnos-
tic test.

Methylphenidate remains the. most
commonly prescribed medication
because of the relatively low incidence
of side effects. Long-acting preparations,
such as magnesium pemoline (or Cylert)
and Ritalin SR, are available but are not
the treatment of choice in adults because
of inconsistent effects over time. Adults
generally. do not need as much medica-
tion as children; in fact, most benefit
from dosages as low as 5 mg to 10 mg of
methylphenidate.

Side Effects. Side effects can usually be
effectively managed and include
decreased appetite and weight loss. They
are usually avoided by administering the
medication just before, with or after
breakfast and lunch. Obviously, some
adjustments must be made for different
work schedules. Some adults need medi-
cation only when actually engaged in
attention-focused tasks—such as reading
a technical article—and may take
medication only once or twice per week
rather than daily.

Difficulty falling asleep is avoided by
restricting administration of medication
to breakfast time and lunch time. More
serious side effects include increased
blood pressure (often manifested by
headaches, dizziness or upset stomachs)
and the .aggravation of Tourette symp-
toms (primarily motor and vocal tics). In
either case, prompt termination of the
psychostimulant is indicated, followed
by reassessment.

Predicting Medication Effects. Two pre-
treatment tests using the TOVA are
administered, the first before and the
second one and one-half hours after a
single challenge dose (generally 5 mg) of
methylphenidate, to assist in the. diag.-
nosticprocess and prediction of medica-
tion efficacy. After several weeks of
medication, the test is readministered to
determine whether it is efficacious and
whether the dosage is optimal. If not,
the test can be used to titrate dosage
levels as medication is adjusted. We
reassess treatment with the test annually
unless side effects or a change in clinical
status is encountered.

GreenGerg is the developer of the TOVA and professor of
psycl+inrry nt die University of Minnesom. References nvnilu-
6le fi'nur Jie nudmr, Bor 393 UMHC, 420 Delrnvnre SY. SE,
Mi~menpolis, MN 55955; He cme he reacheA n! (612)
626-5806.
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RESHAPING EA

continued from pnge 18

respond within the areas of its exper-
tise, but without compromising profes-
sional status.
Information. Small employers need
information about how government
regulations, such as ADA, Family and
Medical Leave Act, and Drug Free
Workplace Act, affect the way they
deal with personal problems of their
employees. EA providers have an
opportunity to build demand for and
knowledge of employee assistance con-
cepts by providing cooperative educa-
tional programs fo the small business
community, offering pertinent and
unbiased information on quality serv-
ices based on EAPA standards.
Responsive Product. Small employers
need products that are tailored to their
work environment. EA providers are
challenged to develop alliances and
expand linkages with providers of serv-
ices desired by small employers (i.e.,
drug testing) and be open-minded to
the unbundling and reconfiguring of
EA services.
Resources. Small employers operate
with a scarcity of resources, and are
reluctant to devote financial or human
resources to EA programs. EA provid-
ers therefore may need to seek innova-
tive, long-term implementation funding
sources as chapters or in partnership
with business and/or community organ-
izations. It may be equally important to
locate quality treatment providers in
communities and negotiate preferred
provider networks and alliances to
reach these undersexved populations.
Incentives. Small employers react to
government regulations and opportuni-
ties to decrease costs. EA providers
should be proactive in influencing pub-
lic policy on state and local levels to
create tax and workers' compensation
incentives that include some form of
EA services.
EA providers also may influence

small business EA purchasing behavior
by convincing larger businesses to
require contractors and vendors to
initiate EA services.
Leadership. Enlightened small employ-
ers who recognize the value and benefit
of EA services are needed to lead the
way for other small businesses,
encouraging businesses to showcase
their EA benefit in recruitment and
advertising campaigns, and soliciting
involvement of small business commu-
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pity leaders and organizations in sub-
stance abuse prevention, intervenCion
and treatment activities.

Marketing to small business is a great
opportunity for our profession. In "The
Silent Workforce," (EmployeeAssis-
tance, May 1992), Dr. Paul Roman
described small employers as EA's last
frontier, and possibly one of the biggest
challenges of the decade for the EA
profession. It is indeed an opportunity
for EA professionals to reinvolve,
rededicate, and recommit themselves to
the. EA concept. The recent establish-

ing of a small business subcommittee by

EAPA signals the readiness of this

national organization to open the dia-
logue. If we do not take this challenge;
if we simply say we cannot effectively or
profitably serve the small business sec-
tor, then we run the risk of becoming an
elitist profession—EA providers to the
Fortune 500.

McCann rs die employee medical assistance counselor far
Baltimore Cas & Electric in Lusby, Mil.; and Carr is director
of workplace progrnms for the Corporation Against Drug
Abuse (CADA) in Washington, D.C.
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By Florence Dwek

ith healthcare reform at the top of the nation's agenda,
Health promotion and disease prevention have become
a twin focus of health and social services providers. At

the same time, more employee assistance professionals have come
', to view their field as an integral part of the healthcare system.

As the emphasis on prevention grows, EAPs are taking on a
more proactive role in workplace substance abuse prevention—
particularly as it pertains to the small businesses that employ the
majority of U.S. workers.

CSAP. The Center for Substance Abuse Prevention (CSAP), within
the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration

~, (SAMHSA), part of the Public Health Service, is the lead agency
for prevention in the federal government. CSAP is mandated to
reduce the nation's alcohol, tobacco and other drug (ATOD)
problems. CSAP's approach to prevention is community-based.
Through a series of community partnership grants funded by

CSAP, 246 communities across the country have strong coalitions of
health, human services, law enforcement, education, parents,
business and professional organizations that collaborate to plan and
implement effective ATOD prevention programs.

These coalitions are a vital link in the country's healthcare and
', wellness chain, putting prevention to work in all segments of

community,life; promoting the concept of no use of any illegal drug
and no illegal or high-risk use of alcohol or other legal drugs.

Both CSAP and the coalitions connect people and resources with
innovative ideas, strategies and programs designed to encourage
creative efforts aimed at preventing and reducing substance
abuse-related problems in the community.
CSAP's actions to get business, labor and industry integrally

involved in community-based prevention has fostered strong
partnerships between employers and other community-based
agencies.

In addition, many of CSAP's community partnerships have in
', place a strong worksite prevention component that involves public

and private-sector employers, their employees and families. Many
of the partnerships have identified the small business sector as
having the greatest need for prevention policies, programs and
activities.

INITIATIVES. CSAP's Workplace Community Prevention initia-
tive plays a key role in raising public awareness about the benefits
of ,job-based substance abuse prevention programs in which EAPs
often take the lead.
To support this initiative, CSAP's Workplace Community

Prevention Branch in the Division of Community Prevention and
Training administers a national program that encourages U.S.

business and industry—labor and management—to adopt worksite
prevention policies to reduce alcohol and other drug problems in
the workplace.

Workplace branch staff provide technical guidance to current
CSAP community partnerships in building stronger, more beneficial
relationships with business, industry, labor and related organiza-
tions, including EAPs. Community partnerships are encouraged to
get to know their local EAPs and, in turn, EA professionals are
encouraged to learn about the partnership and its resources. This
type of collaboration is mutually beneficial for developing more
effective, comprehensive workplace prevention policies and pro-
grams for employers and employees.
EAPs bring to this collaboration their historical experience in

counseling troubled employees, their knowledge of worksite
policies and programs, and strong working relationships with
industry. CSAP's partnerships contribute their strong ties to
community leadership—including educators, the media, law
enforcement, social services providers, the clergy and civic groups,
such as chambers of commerce.

PARTNERSHIPS. The following highlights of three CSAP
community partnerships (located in Portland, Ore.; Louisville, Ky.;
and Utica, N.Y.) are but a sampling of the many innovative
workplace prevention programs and activities currently underway
in CSAP's work with local employers, especially small businesses in
which EAPs are making a significant contribution.

Regional Drug ;Initiative, Portland, Ore. The Regional Drug
Initiative (RDI), a coalition of community leaders from four
Oregon counties, is stepping up its efforts to get even more local
businesses involved in promoting drug-free workplaces. Small
businesses are a particular target of this partnership, which has
established and is working closely .with the Oregon Small
Business/Employee Assistance Program (OSB/EAP).

In one novel approach to prevention outreach, RDI teamed up
with the Portland Trail Blazers basketball team to promote their
drug-free workplace campaign. Through a series of marketing and
promotional strategies, involving the use of decals and posters with
both the RDI and Trail Blazer logos, the campaign reached out to
all segments of the business community.
To publicize this campaign, mailings of a Blazers decal with the

motto "Drugs Don't Work Here," along with a brochure
announcing the RDI Drug-Free Workplace Workshop series, were
sent to 13,000 Portland area employers, including small businesses.
By displaying the decal, employers demonstrated their support for
a drug-free community and their commitment to a drug-free
workplace.
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In continuing support of the campaign, RDI has also designed
and coordinated regularly-scheduled workshops to assist employers
in developing solutions for preventing and alleviating a variety of
substance abuse-related problems that affect the workplace. More
than 2,000 employers from small and large businesses have attended
these workshops.

Several recent workshops targeting small, businesses focused on
the. basic components of a comprehensive drug-free workplace,
including access tq affordable EA services. At these workshops,
small business owners who have developed successful programs tell
their stories to fellow business people. As the workshop series
evolves to include new topics and new speakers, RDI will continue
to rely on involving these employers to plan and deliver the training.

Complementing the workshops, RDI has developed several
prevention tools and resources for the business community,
including model substance abuse policies, a training video, posters
and an employers' guide for preventing and eliminating drugs in the
workplace. These materials address such important worksite issues
as employee education, supervisor training, EAPs and drug testing.

Currently, RDI is expanding a special core group of voluntary
professionals with expertise in workplace substance abuse policy
and services to complement and promote employee peer-support
programs. They can offer specialized technical assistance to
employers who require such support. These volunteer professionals
are part of RDI's broad workplace prevention outreach program
aimed not only at employers, but at civic groups such as Kiwanis,
Rotary and Lions clubs, which can all serve to increase awareness,

discussion and participation from the business community.

CSAP's Jefferson County Community Partnership The AWARE
Coalition in Louisville, Ky. is an ongoing collaboration with the
business community co address local alcohol and other drug
prevention issues.
The coalition has a task force representing business, unions,

EAPs and professionals in the areas of prevention, intervention,
treatment and law enforcement. Their overall goal is to develop and
disseminate information regarding laws, policies, resources and
long-term benefits of adopting drug-free workplace policies.

In one promising effort, the coalition has linked up with the
Rotary Club and the Louisville Area Chamber of Commerce. The
Rotary program has a very strong individual empowerment focus.
Its compelling slogan, "Let's face it—alcohol and other drug
abuse—only you can stop it," conveys the hard-hitting message that
personal involvement and responsibility is the key to reducing
substance abuse in communities.
The program increases awareness about the high economic,

emotional and social costs of substance abuse; emphasizes the
benefits of intervention and treatment; and motivates people to act
as mentors by offering support and recommending intervention to
friends, family members and co-workers who may have a substance
abuse-related problem.
To help those in need, the partnership and the Rotary Club are

developing a national network of intervention experts (including
continued on page 42

PRESENTING A 2-DAY EAP TRAINING COURSE
The Elements of EAP: A Comprehensive Overview

The Employee Assistance Professionals Association (EAPA) is pleased to present this quality two-day training, taught by pioneering
professionals in the field, Brenda Blair and Associates. It is divided into six modules covering the six core areas of EAP practice and will provide

participants with state-of-the-art information on the foundation of employee assistance programming. This course is especially valuable to:
1 human resource practitioners 1 nursing and medical professionals
1 benefits managers 1 those associated with the allied health fields

The Need

EAPA has recognized the need and desire of
those professionals working with EAPs to
augment their existing skills and educational
experiences with state-of-the-art information
about the field of employee assistance
programming.

The Results!!

Good pace! Excellent group dynamics! Great
handouts! Great presenters!

These were among the comments from
participants of the course's first two offerings in
Portland, OR and Trenton, NJ. Of a possible 5.0,
the overall evaluation score was an excellent
4.65!

The Goal
To develop, expand and refine EAP knowledge,
skills and abilities, regardless of educational and
work experiences and encourage active class
participation and discussion, thereby enhancing
the overall learning experience and the direct
application of presented information to partici-
pants' work environments.

Unlike anything presented before, the EAPA-sponsored training courses bear the endorsement of EAPA—the premier international association of
employee assistance professionals, and the approval of EAPA's Education and Training Committee. EAPA's lamp-of-knowledge emblem is your

assurance of a quality educational product representative o1 the EAP field.
Training Locations

■ March 18-19, Radisson Hotel, Denver, CO ■April 5-6, Holiday Inn, Flint, MI
■ April 18-19, Holiday Inn, Nashville, TN ■April 27-28, Roosevelt Hotel, Manhattan, NY
■ September 12-13, Hyatt at LAX, Los Angeles, CA ■November 16-17, Back Bay Hilton, Boston, MA
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Call to place your ad

in our upcoming issue

and reach over 25,000

professionals with each

monthly publication

817-776-9000 ext. 5184.

affordable

Extended Treatment
for women Dual diagnosis

Chemical dependency
Codependency

~~ Eating disorders
r►~ _ Sexual trauma
~` 719-784-6337

L̂ ~~~/ 521 W. 5th St.
~J Florence, CO 81226

of Colorado
JCAHO

ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CCNTCR

CRISIS LINE
CALL •NOW: 285-T.E.A.M.(8326)
"Dedicated to Making a Difference"

We are a small, comfortlble inexpensive chemi-
cal dependency program -with Beach Village
living accommodations. We are 12-step ori-
ented and offer discrete, personal treatment nn

every level.
~1'l1E TEAM MEASURES "ONE THING"...RESULTS!

NO'P FOR PRO~PC

1100 Sawgrass Village, Suite A
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082 (904) 285-6688

La Amistad
Residential Treatment Center

The right choice when more than
acute psychiatric care is necessary.

• Children
• Adults
• Adolescents
• Full Psychiatric
• Dual Diagnosis
• JCAHO
• OCHAMPUS

1-800-433-1122
In Florida 1-800-367-4833
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311 Jones Mill Road
Statesboro, GA 30458

1-800-242-9455
•Founded in 1971
•JCAHO Accredited
•Inpatient and Outpatient Services
•Extended Treatment
•Transportation Assistance Available
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Alcohol or Drug Problems?

HAROLD HUGHES RECOVERY
CENTERS

Central Iowa's Largest
Inpatient •Day &Evening Outpatient

Assessment • Detox •Relapse
Separate Treatment For Men Md Women

The Nation's Most Respected
Name [n The A~COhoCtsm Field

(515)263-4662
1-800-247-0764

Des Moines General Hospital
603E 12th St, Des Moines 50309

In Our

Third Decade

Providing

Mental Health ~
Addiction Treatment
• Addiction Recovery Program

• Adult Mental Health Prograiu

• Dual Diagnosis Program

• Detoac/Evaluation

• Day Hospitalization Programs

• Offering Complete Mental

Health &Addiction Oi~tpatienc

Services

(609) 497-3300
24 Hour

Inpatient Admissions
ilcce[~tecl byMosl Insurances

PRINCE'I~ON~~ir HOiJSE
A UNIT' OI~ '1'l ll: MEDICAL CI?N"1'1!12 eYl' PRINCI fON

90$ Herrontown Road, Princeton, P(~ 08540

Ci

~~~ KINNIC FALLS

Kinnie Falls Alcohol• DrugA6use Services, tnc.
900 S Orange Street, Rirer Falls, wsronsin 5401?
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Complete Confidential
Employee Assistance
Program Services

62 E. Wheeling Street
Washington, PA. 15301

FAX: 412-228-2277
Within Southwest PA.
Call 1-800-281-7150

24 Hour Crisis Line
412-222-7150

Florida's 1st Coast L.eaders...
Your 1st Choice!

Q~ I-800-EAP-WRKS(327-9757)
Cynthia Persico, Director

Specializing in Quality EAP
Services Nationwide
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Improve Overall
Employee Health
Through Smoking
Control Training
for all Smoking

Employees and Smoking
Management Skills for Supervisors.

With the AMS Smoking
Management System you can

reduce the number of

smoking employees by over
40%, and reduce absenteeism
:ind utilization of health

services. It's working at 3,800
'smoke-free worksites.

/aMS~-1
Ask for the free introductory video:

1.800.668.7225 Fax:l•214.401.1938
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"Jim Francek &Associates, Inc.,
addressing human factors in a

changing business environment."

ShfETY

LEARNING

HUMAN
FACTORS

QUALITY CHANGE &
PERFORMANCE RENEWAL

■ consultation Y~ seminars
■ executive renewal ■publications

JIM FR/~NCEK
& ASSOCIATES, INC.

3 Morgan Avenue, Nonvplk, CT 06851
(2~3) 855-1166
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Classified Ads
Get Results

UIT SMART
Stop Smoking Kits & Training

. Help employees stop smoking.

•Used at DuPont, Cargill, NASA, ALCOA.

• Less than half the cost of other methods.

. Developed by the director, Duke Medical
Center Stop Smoking Program.

• Train-the-Trainer certification seminars
• Raleigh, NC, April 29 & 30

-San Antonio, TX, June 9 & 10

CaI I: 919-644-0736
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~♦
TheLexingtonGroup

A National EAP Provider

Charles F. Pilkington, CEAP
President

~xoo> 6~6-xEi,P

RESOURCE EAP INC.
employee Assistance Program Con-
sultants—providing services nation-
wide. 1046 Riverside Ave., Jackson-
ville, FL 32204. Contact: Bob Appleby
at 1-800-421-REAP (7327).

EAPs and MANAGED
CARE PROGRAMS save
employers money on

health costs.

They
also save

employees.

HAF6~41RNS
~i-:

N}71~ i~,,T.

Pail ollhe Aetna Health Plans Family

The country's oldesCand largest provider of
EAPs and Managed Behavioral Care Programs.

For more information, call us at

1-800-999-4241
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Fax Your Ad Today
(817) 751-5171
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continued from page 37

members of EAPs), along with atoll-free
phone contact system for easy, confiden-
tial access to their services. A specially
developed videotape, which describes and
reinforces personal involvement, men-
toring and intervention, will soon make its
debut. This videotape will be distributed at
minimal charge to employers, healthcare
providers, EAPs, the media and other
interested local organizations.
To engage local businesses, the part-

nership and Rotary are mailing a special
brochure to every employer in Jefferson
County. The brochure outlines the prob-
lems associated with substance abuse in
the workplace and urges employers to
invest in a plan that addresses these
problems through education, prevention,
intervention, treatment and law enforce-
ment. A "Send me more" tear-off portion
lists further resources for information
promoting adrug-free workplace.

Partnership for Human Development,
Utica, N.Y. The United Way and the
Central New York Labor Agency are

extensively involved in the greater Utica
area—affecting the quality of life for
individual workers and their employers
alike. This partnership has developed a
model in which the community's preven-
tion focus begins at the worksite.

Their novel approach to outreach,
awareness and communication hinges on
the efforts of human development teams,
made up of volunteers from the workforce.
The teams are located at a number of
worksites throughout Oneida County—
including aheavy industrial manufacturer,
a commercial laundering service company
and an insurance firm.
These specially trained volunteers

assess the unique needs of their employers.
and look for innovative ways to meet those
needs through community resources. In
sorr~e cases, those needs can be met
initially through the services of a local
EAP; in other cases, additional
approaches may be in order. In all cases,
the teams both complement and promote
the work of EA professionals in their
communities.

Responding directly to the needs of the

SIERRA TUCSON
Effective Treatment, Education and

.Prevention Since 1984

Specializing in

Addictive Disorders
Recovery for Healthcare Profcssi~n~c~fs

Depression, Anxiety
Family Therapy

Quality of Life Workshops T"'
Assessment and Diagnostic Services

♦Volume and pricing advantages
♦Customized cost effective treatment pro~;r,un~

♦Short term treatment alternitives
♦Effective outcomes

For Mare ~lnformation Call

1-800-842-4487
16500 N. Logo del Oro Parkway,

Tucson, Arizona 85737
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employees they have surveyed, these vol-

unteers provide information and resources

about services available in the community

and sponsor prevention-related health

fairs and other promotional events. They
also serve as peer counselors to assist
employees with personal problems that
affect worker productivity, including sub-
stance abuse problems. A multicultural
task force helps them reach employees of
diverse ethnic and racial backgrounds.
$ecause they are made up of both

management and nonmanagement
employees, the teams serve as a forum for
cooperation among their management and
union members, fostering improved labor
relations in the workplace.
CSAP operates atoll-free Workplace

Helpline to provide individualized techni-
cal assistance: (800) 843-4971, Mon. to Fri.,
9.00 am to 8:00 pm EST.

For more information, contact Don
Godwin, Chief, Workplace Communit
Prevention Branch; (301) 443-0369.

This column was prepared by /•7orence Dwek for the
Workplace Community Prevention 6rnnch a~ the Center for
Strbslnnce Ahuse Prevention, in Rockville, Md.
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